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6

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

(Gavel).

The Committee on Budget and

8

Finance will come to order.

This morning present

9

are Mr. Carroll, Mr. Kane, Mr. Mateo, Mr. Molina,

10

Mr. Nishiki, Mr. Pontanilla, and Ms. Tavares.

11

Excused at this time is Ms. Johnson.

12

ITEM NO. 38:

PROPOSED BILL AMENDING FISCAL YEAR 2004
BUDGET, RELATING TO ESTIMATED REVENUES,
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS, AND TOTAL
APPROPRIATIONS; AND PROPOSED BOND
AUTHORIZATION AMENDMENT (C.C. No. 03-296)

13
14

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Before we start the day's agenda, Members,

16

we'll be taking public testimony.

17

testifying, please state your name.

18

represent an organization, please do so.

19

three minutes, at which time the Staff will inform

20

you of that time and you have one additional minute

21

to conclude.

22

off during the time of this meeting.

23

For those
If you
You have

All cell phones and pagers shall be

At this time I'll ask Mr. Joe Bertram to

24

please come forward and share his testimony this

25

morning.
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.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

1

2

MR. BERTRAM:

3

folks.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. BERTRAM:

Thank you, Chair.

Good morning, Council

Good morning.
Wake up, Wayne.

I'm here this morning.

I'm

6

a little bit unclear.

I didn't actually see what

7

you are going to be discussing.

8

paper, but I didn't see any particular item that was

9

on the budget here, but apparently you're going to

I saw it in the

10

be talking about the funds for the North-South

11

Collector Road as well as the Kihei greenway portion

12

of the North-South Collector Road, which is a

13

two-block portion that has been funded for a million

14

dollars, and I guess is now coming up for either

15

additional funds or to see if you'd like to fund

16

that.

17

First of all, I'd like to say that you do

18

have broad support for funding for greenways.

The

19

State Bike Plan did a telephone surveys of folks

20

just a couple years back and they found that a large

21

percentage I

22

supported the use of government funds to address

23

biking issues.

24

and walking.

25

percent, there's 75 or so, 85 percent was on Maul.

you'll see on this graph here, the blue,

And when I say biking, I mean biking
And the biggest -- the biggest one, 85
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1

So you do have the political support to expend these

2

funds and more.

3

put into creating greenways.

We actually need a lot more funds

We do have funds available out there that are

4
5

government funds.

6

the Transportation Enhancements Program.

7

ranks number -- here we are.

8

in the country for actually expanding the

9

Transportation Enhancement Funds which fund these

10

types of things through the TE -- the ISTEA funds

11

that are -- the Federal funds for Federal highway

12

projects.

13

We spend over just a little bit of our 6 percent of

14

the funds available only Hawaii

15

we're talking about is about 20 million out there

16

for us that is in Hawaii's account that we have

17

not

18

This is a publication put out by

We're 34.

Hawaii

Hawaii ranks number 34

That's not very good, folks,

in fact what

that we have not accessed,
And the main reason for this is because we

19

are trying to do it strictly from a government

20

perspective,

21

Transportation are the ones that are leading these

22

efforts, and it's not enough.

23

done through a collaborative effort.

24

Maui, whom I'm the president of, we've been working

25

with the community for a while, but any of these

The Public Works or Department of

Greenways have to be
Greenways
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1

funds that you set aside needs to be set to a

2

non-profit organization or a community group that

3

can work to bring other groups into this.

4

not only government funds that are out there, but

5

there's a lot of private funds.

There's

In the North-South Collector Road corridor --

6
7

I've been -- I'm on the Kihei Community Association

8

board as well, and we've been talking to the

9

developers that are developing the properties along

10

there right now.

11

senior center that's going to be coming on.

12

all want to participate.

13

see this as an addition to their properties, but we

14

need to have the mechanism to do that.

15

tools.

16

That's -- it's a reggae song, but what we're saying

17

is that you need to empower the community by

18

actually giving some funds to us so that we can go

19

out and get other funds so we can say these are our

20

partners and you can partner with us as well to make

21

this a truly collaborative effort.

22

There's this chapel.

There's a

They would love to.

You have the funds.

They
They

You have the

We have the materials.

I know that Public Works has made some

23

efforts towards that, because they don't want to be

24

the ones stuck with maintaining these things once

25

they're through, but the plans that we saw didn't
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1

include trees even because they can't afford it.

2

we can make these -- this money go a lot farther.

3

If there's a million dollars set aside for a

4

two-block long greenway -- which was planned six

5

years ago and doesn't even accommodate what we

6

really need in that corridor right now.

7

ten-foot wide path in there.

8

easement.

9

to have that much room, let's separate out the

It's one

There's a 40-foot wide

We should have two paths.

If we're going

10

walkers and the people on wheels and the people on

11

wheelchairs.

12

MS. KOLLER:

13

MR. BERTRAM:

So

Three minutes.
So to finish up, there is funds out there

14

and we need to be much more aggressive in going

15

after them as far as from the Federal and the State,

16

but then we also need to get to the community,

17

because there is a lot of funds out there as well.

18

This needs to be a collaborative effort and this

19

needs to happen because walking and biking need to

20

be fundamental in order for us to really get away

21

from the traffic that we've had so far.

22

. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Bertram.

Thank you.

Questions for

24

Mr. Bertram this morning, Members?

Seeing none.

25

Thank you very much, Joe, for being here this
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Is there anyone else wishing to give

1

morning.

2

testimony before the Budget and Finance Committee

3

for the 17th of February?

4

forward.

5

a few minutes more.

6

Okay, we shall move

Chair will keep testimony portion open for

Members, we are on Item 38, which is under

7

the subject heading the Proposed Bill Amending the

8

Fiscal Year 2004 Budget Relating to Estimated

9

Revenues, Capital Improvement Projects, Total

10

Appropriations and Proposed Bond Authorization

11

Amendment.

12

some action on part of the request.

13

to the Paia Mini-Bypass, this Committee supported a

14

$100,000 appropriation, as well as an appropriation

15

for a Kihei roundabout.

16

Friday's Council meeting, and under the heading of

17

Committee Report 04-31 for your review if you deem

18

necessary.

19

As most of you are aware, we did take
As it relates

That is scheduled for this

Now, today we're looking at the other part of

20

the BF-38, North-South Collector Road, as well as

21

Keawe Street.

22

from the State Department of Transportation who

23

was -- through Director Haraga informed us he was

24

unable to attend.

25

talk to Mr. Glenn Yasui, who is the highways

The Chair did invite representatives

Staff did have the ability to
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1

administrator, and at a later time Staff will inform

2

the Committee of some of the comments received from

3

Mr. Yasui as it relates to the north-south projects.
At this time, Budget Director, any comments

4

5

6

for the Committee on Item 38?
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the

7

Committee.

When we left last meeting to defer this

8

particular item there was a question as to if the

9

source of fund was lapsed bond or it was going to be

10

a new bond.

11

Mr. Chairman, this is going to be a new bond.

12

was a lapsed appropriation, but it's going to be a

13

new bond.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And through my looking through it,

Okay, thank you.

Questions for Mr. Agsalog

15

at this time, Members?

16

comments for the Committee, please.

17

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It

Seeing none.

Mr. Agaran r

No more comments at this time.

Okay, no more comments.

Questions from

19

members to our administrative representatives this

20

morning, Members?

21

I'm going to ask Tamara, because the Chair's

22

information from Mr. Yasui regarding the North-South

23

Collector Road is that so far it has received

24

Federal funds as it relates to the current

25

classification.

Okay, seeing none.

At this time

It is shown as a four-lane major
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1

collector road, and if that classification is

2

changed, which no request has been put forward to

3

them, although they have had some discussions but no

4

actual requests to make a redetermination, we have

5

been informed that it may not be eligible for

6

Federal funds if the class is changed.

7

other comments from Mr. Yasui?

8
9

MS. KOLLER:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Tamara, any

You're correct that he

did indicate that in order to receive Federal funds

10

there's a minimum functional classification that

11

needs to be met.

12

North-South Collector Road with four lanes would

13

meet that.

14

as the Department had indicated, it would be a

15

two-lane road with a 60-foot right-of-way and that

16

the County was going to put the bike lanes in

17

wanted to but bike lanes in the 60-foot

18

right-of-way, whether if the Federal had determined

19

that the two lanes would be appropriate for Federal

20

funds, if they used that right-of-way, would that --

21

would we lose the funds.

22

was possible.

23

proposal in hand, that it was the Federal

24

representatives in Honolulu that would have to make

25

the determination.

And as it currently is, the

I asked specifically regarding whether,

And he indicated that that

He did not have any particular
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He did indicate that the entire South Maui

1

2

area needed to be looked at because of the traffic

3

patterns.

4

the north -- the South Kihei Road had the upgrades,

5

the North-South Collector Road was -- was put in,

6

and then the Piilani Highway.

7

state that the Mayor had talked with the State

8

regarding putting a road mauka of Piilani Highway,

9

and Mr. Yasui said that if that was done that would

Part of this was determined upon whether

He -- Mr. Yasui did

10

not be State -- that would not be a State road.

11

indicated that there may need to be a new traffic

12

study.

13

and I'm not certain where this came up, but that the

14

Department had had a recent study, so perhaps we can

15

check with the Director on the status of any traffic

16

study for that area.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The question -- and I think maybe that --

Okay, thank you, Tamara.

18

Members?

19

Works Chair.

20

He

Questions,

We'll start with Mr. Molina, our Public

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Question for

21

Ms. Koller.

Just for clarification, if the changes

22

were made to the North-South Collector Road

23

you stated Mr. Yasui said it may not be eligible for

24

Federal funding

25

responsible for without that Federal funding?

l

l

and as

how much would the County now be
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

100 percent.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

100 percent.

Okay.

Because

3

Federal -- because the feds would pick up the tab at

4

what, 80, 80 percent?

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

More or less.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Mateo.
Mr. Chair, if there is no assurance

9

or guarantees that Federal monies will be available

10

and we can't absorb the whole cost of the road, why

11

are we even looking at moving forward until we're

12

able to, you know, determine whether or not Federal

13

monies will be available?

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Department.

Well, the request is from the

15

Administration and it's -- they're asking us to I

16

guess pay up front.

17

And if we don't, we get no reimbursement.

18

decision that will be made by all of us.

19

questions?

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And if we qualify, we qualify.
So it's a
Mr. Kane,

Question to Mr. Agaran.

Please.
So if we were to go down this road

23

today and approve the request, in light of existing

24

traffic and future projected traffic patterns in

25

South Maui, and assuming that the Federal government
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1

will not fund -- or provide funding for the

2

North-South Collector Road, and following through

3

with the Mayor'S I guess discussion with State DOT

4

that a mauka road may be a consideration of the

5

Administration, what kind of money are we going to

6

be talking about to fulfill, once we start, to

7

finish it?

8

are we going to be talking about coming out of the

9

County?

10
11

In its completion, what kind of money

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I'll answer your question based on the

assumptions that you've stated.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

And that's my intention.
That there be no Federal funding for

14

any of these projects?

Then we'd be talking about

15

probably 10 to $15 million or so of County funds,

16

but I did want to make one comment about a

17

clarification about what Mr. Yasui's talking about.

18

Currently the North-South Collector is classified as

19

a major collector.

20

looking at between two to four lanes there.

21

clear to State DOT and the Federal government that

22

the current North-South Collector Road project has

23

always been a two-lane road.

24

need to be expanded to four lanes, and so the

25

question really is whether the Federal government

So in the usual course you'd be
It's

In the future it may
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1

will pay -- will contribute to the expansion in the

2

future if it's needed.

3

In the discussions that the Department and

4

the County has had with both the Federal government

5

and with State DOT is currently the community in

6

South Maui would like to see the greenway and the

7

bikeway put in.

8

narrower right-of-way, the 60-foot right-of-way,

9

they had some qualms about that since right now the

In the area where we have a

10

traffic studies indicate that at some point you will

11

need four lanes in that area.

12

government would not want to have to pay to put in

13

greenways and then to pay to take them out later.

14

And so the concept that we've discussed with them,

15

they seem

16

okay with is for the portions that they would not

17

participate in right now, which is the greenways, if

18

the County were to fund that, then we still have the

19

option in the future of seeking Federal monies if it

20

was deemed that you needed to expand the roadway to

21

four lanes.

And so the Federal

they seem to indicate that they were

22

So if I understand Glenn's comments to your

23

Staff, he's probably right, that at some point the

24

Federal government, if the County were to ask we

25

need to go and expand this to four lanes, will you
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1

contribute money to it, you know, that's a decision

2

that's going to be made in the future.

3

it's not a decision that's going to be made right

4

now dealing with this project.

5

indicated that we do keep the option open if we --

6

if the County pays for the non-participatory

7

portions of the project, which is the greenway, and

8

that is the request that we have before you today.

9
10

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

It's not --

But they've

The 10 to 15 million number that you

used, does that include the mauka consideration?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Actually, no, because I think I'm just

12

thinking of the different phases that are remaining

13

for the North-South Collector.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So the 10 to 15 would include

15

if it's 100 percent County funded, would be to

16

complete out the North-South Collector as a two-lane

17

with bike path, to complete it out.

18

verifying, that's going to be 10 to $15 million.

19

And that's without touching anything else,

20

improvements to South Kihei Road, consideration of a

21

mauka road of Piilani Highway, which would

22

apparently be a County road, which would be a

23

brand-new road because none exists, that's correct,

24

10 to 15 million?

25

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I'm just

That would be for North-South.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Have you folks had any type of

2

projections as to, again, considering current and

3

future projections of traffic flow in the South Maui

4

region in looking at South Kihei Road as well as the

5

mauka road?

6

us?

7

making a determination today to approve your

8

request, we've got to know what's -- how it's

9

connected to everything else.

10

Have you folks had any numbers to give

And I'm just trying to -- if we're going to be

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

The update on the Kihei Traffic Master

11

plan indicated that at some point you either -- I

12

think the choices were really -- I think the

13

presentation was made by the consultant to the

14

Public Works and Traffic Committee was really that

15

you're looking at either an expansion of Piilani or

16

having South Kihei or the North-South being four

17

lanes at some point in the future, probably in the

18

20 -- 15, 20 time period.

19

The alternative was since -- I think one of

20

the alternatives, if you can't expand Piilani to six

21

lanes, then you would have to look at a mauka road

22

above that.

23

know some of the community associations in that area

24

have already looked -- have already looked at and

25

they've started to look at advocating for that with

And I think that is something that I
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2

17

State DOT.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So -- but the advocation -- if I maYr

3

Mr. Chair.

4

Kihei Road to four lanes r not to have the

5

North-South Collector four lanes r and not to have

6

Piilani Highway six lanes r but to look at a mauka

7

road; is that correct?

8
9

So the advocation is not to widen South

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I would say that the community

association r at least r would prefer not to have to

10

expand South Kihei or North-South Collector to four

11

lanes.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Or Piilani to six lanes.
Yeahr or Piilani to six lanes.
Okay.

So the option -- the only

15

other option to take into account the future

16

projections of growth in South Maui is to look at a

17

mauka road r which all indications point to the State

18

not participating at all with that r that would be

19

100 percent County funded?

20

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I think that's what State DOT is

21

staying.

However r usually those types of roads

22

would be a State -- would be a State road.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

25

Why is that?
The more -- the more mauka bypasses

usually are going to be State roads.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

You need to help me with that,

2

Mr. Agaran, because if Piilani is the State highway,

3

then why would they have another highway mauka of

4

that?

5

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Remember that South Kihei Road was the

6

original Piilani Highway.

7

Highway.

8

Kihei to the County.

9

with Honoapiilani.

That was the State

When they built Piilani, they gave South
Same thing on the west side
Honoapiilani was a State

10

highway.

11

became the State highway and they turned over lower

12

Honoapiilani to the County.

13

always been that the more mauka roads, the major

14

the major roads built mauka are going to be State

15

roads.

16

intention of building a mauka road.

17

something that's called for,

18

point they're going to have to decide.

19

decide it's only just going to be a County

20

responsibility, then we'd have to look at, you know,

21

doing that road ourselves.

22
23

24
25

When they built mauka and the bypass, that

So the pattern has

So I think right now State DOT has no

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

But if that's

I think that at some
If they

And you folks have no idea what costs

would be on that at this,point?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I don't think there's been any

planning or looking at that yet.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And finally, Mr. Chair, just to wrap

2

up my line.

3

suggestion that we could safely assume that if a

4

mauka road funded by the State would occur, that the

5

County would end up taking over the responsibilities

6

of Piilani Highway, then?

7
8

9
10
11
12

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

So based on past practice, your

If the pattern continues, then that's

possible.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll, questions?

Ms. Tavares, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Not yet.

Mr. Pontanilla?

Thank you, Chair.

13

Gil.

14

master plan, it starts from

15

the way to Kilohana Streett am I right?

16

This is for

The North-South Collector Road, as far as the

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

from Suda Store all

Generally that's right, except that in

17

the community plan it's a discontinuous route, so it

18

actually is broken up into a number of -- into a

19

number of segments.

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So right now, as far as the

21

number of segments that we have, did we complete any

22

of those segments?

23

have Federal monies to do that work?

24
25

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

And if we did, you know, did we

Some of the segments that are existing

on the ground right now actually were built by
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1

developers.

2

segments right now that the County is working on,

3

and we expect Federal monies to be used in all three

4

of those segments.

5

Some portions that we

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

there's three

You mentioned that as

6

far as the definition for major collector it could

7

be a two- or four-lane highway, am I right?

8
9

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yeah, you only build what you need at

the time you're building it.

So it may be that a

10

four-lane is the ultimate build out, but at this

11

point the proposals for all three of those segments

12

that we're working on is for two lanes.

13
14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Two lanes.

Okay, Chair, thank

you.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki.

16

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.

Gil, let me -- let me

17

state that in reference to Mr. Pontanilla's question

18

about North-South Collector, there's always been, as

19

he stated, segmentation, only because of property

20

purchase and existing homes such as what we were

21

trying to do on Honoapiilani Highway, and so I don't

22

think that there will ever be a true roadway

23

connecting from Suda Store all the way to Kilohana.

24
25

However, if you look at the growth in this
area and the in-fill makai of Piilani, you will see
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1

that there is really no reliever road that is going

2

to be realistically there in the next ten years.

3

then I guess the question facing all of us as

4

decision makers is, oh, we talk about infrastructure

5

improvements prior to seeing all of this growth.

6

What are we going to do for any community when you

7

see what is now occurring?

8

did was improve Piilani.

9

that's what we have.

10

So

And so the last thing we
And as scary as it is,

Now you've got Piilani and South Kihei Road

11

as the roads running lateral from one part of Kihei

12

all the way to Wailea.

13

you need to look at

14

the zoning requests that have come, even when we

15

were looking at expanding development in South Kihei

16

Road, is there'S too many already, too much already

17

on South Kihei Road.

I think the question that
and you've seen in a lot of

And it is, it's grid lock.

18

Now, in the planning you also created a core

19

town which is on South Kihei Road, and those of you

20

that may not but have listened to stories already

21

know that with Kihei core town being developed now,

22

there's more traffic coming into that area, whether

23

it be the Safeway shopping center or all along South

24

Kihei Road.

25

is well, where are the reliever roads going to be?

So the question that we need to look at
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1

And as much as North-South is segmented! I think the

2

community there is looking for some ability for the

3

kids, for the parents, for those that live in that

4

area, which is mainly makai of the highway.

5

I get to the shopping center, whatever.

6

why the South Collector Road -- North-South

7

Collector Road was conceived, to relieve that inner

8

problem.

9

How do

And that's

And so if what I hear from Mr. Agaran -- and

10

I missed that meeting that you had, Riki! and -- but

11

yet if I'm repetitious, so be it, but what I hear

12

from Mr. Agaran is in concept the Feds have approved

13

the money to be used.

14

Councilors as well as, should we spend the money or

15

shouldn't we, and I look at it in this way, because

16

whether it be Federal, State, or County, it's still

17

taxpayers' money.

18

where it's going to be 80/20 and there's going to be

19

some connections to North-South Collector, then this

20

is the direction we should be moving In.

21

are we going to relieve that traffic is my --

22

looking at this.

23

The question raised by

However, if it is going to be

Where else

For the kids/ I would not bike on South Kihei

24

right now.

We already had somebody killed there.

25

Piilani, with the cars going 60 miles an hourI no
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1

person sending their kids to school or whatever

2

would ask their child to use that road.

3

we're looking at any kind of reliever for the

4

community at hand 'to move laterally from school but

5

for their kids to bike to school, with what the

6

community association has done with the greenway, I

7

think it's a good direction to take.
From what I hear from Gil, if there is

8

9

And so if

Federal participation now, why not?

I think the

10

concept that you as Councilors would have to grasp

11

is, as Gil said, do you want to see greenways?

12

he said that that would not be funded by the Federal

13

government.

14

to -- if the community association and the community

15

wants a more biking and walking type of access as an

16

alternative.

And

But my question is why not, if you want

And that is my spiel right now.

I thought the question that was at hand,

17
18

Riki, was, from what I understood from the Analyst,

19

and not her, was whether we were going to use cash

20

or bond.

21

be taking today, in addition to seeing if this is

22

ready to be funded so that we can use County money.

23

And if I'm wrong, then I need to be corrected, but

24

was that the question when this left this Committee?

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That was the policy that we were going to

At the end of the last meeting,
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1

Mr. Nishiki, the question was whether or not the

2

improvements, as presented by Administration, would

3

qualify for Federal funding.

4

question was whether or not we would authorize the

5

request for bond authorization.

6

there was two questions that we're going to need to

7

decide on.

So I would say

And so I'm going to ask Tamara again,

8
9

And also the second

Members, because you've heard the Director state

10

that it is our Department's understanding that it is

11

a two-lane road, okay.

12

Mr. Yasui's position was that North-South Collector

13

Road was always a four-lane major collector road.

14

So, Tamara, what did Mr. Yasui verify for us,

15

please?

16

MS. KOLLER:

From my understanding,

I believe that was correct.

My understanding

17

was that it was a four-lane road and that he did not

18

have anything -- you know, any plans -- there had

19

been discussions, but no change -- formal change for

20

it to be two-lane with using the bikeway.

21

had asked specifically if the Federal funds would

22

fund the two-lane with a 60-foot right-of-way and

23

the County use the right-of-way for the bike lanes,

24

would that jeopardize the two-lane funding?

25

said that --
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VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

MS. KOLLER:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Chairman.

-- you know, he didn't know, that it could.
Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
Yeah.

I think -- I think to

5

understand this as a policy decision, the main

6

question is, Mr. Agaran, are you coordinating this

7

with the State and talking to Mr. Yasui?

8

seems like our Analysts are talking to him, but

9

someone within Administration, and not this Council,

Because it

10

must be coordinating this project, okay.

11

thrust would be at this point in time are we

12

jeopardizing Federal funding, number one, or if we

13

don't fund it todaYI will there be another chance to

14

fund it if everything's not green yet?

15

when I say green, the project is ready -- is not

16

ready to go.

17

mean, that -- that may be more of what this Council

18

needs to know.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Our main

Meaning,

What is the status of the project?

Mr. Agaran

l

I

please.

The three current segments that the

21

county is working on are all on the STIP 1 meaning

22

that they are scheduled for Federal funding.

23

officials and the Federal officials have been

24

present at all the meetings to discuss what is being

25

planned.

State

The plans that are in for review is for
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1

two lanes, two travel lanes.

We don't -- I think

2

it's a matter of understanding that the eventual

3

build out for major collector might be for four

4

lanes.

5

four lanes might not be funded by the Federal

6

government, because that's a decision that might be

7

made in the future.

8

now that as long as the County is paying for the

9

non-participatory portions of the project

And, yes, at this point the build out to

But our understanding is right

l

that the

10

two lanes will be funded by the Federal government.

11

Mr. Yasui was present at those meetings and he never

12

indicated that that was a problem.

13

something -- if he does feel that way, then I think

14

we do need to clarify something with him.

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

So it's

Okay.
Any other questions?
Chair, I have a question.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you.

What -- what would

20

it take to have the bikeways as well as the walkways

21

included in regards to this four-lanes highway?

22

Right now you have a 60-foot right-of-way.

23

need more area to accommodate both the bikeway as

24

well as the walkway?

25

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Would we

You probably would need more of a
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1

right-of-way.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

4

And that would be condemning

land/ purchasing of private land?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yes/ and it would be a problem in

5

certain portions of this area which has already been

6

built out.

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

And could we get Federal

8

funding/ you know/ in later years in regards to

9

building those things?

10

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

If you went through the process and

11

you had the right right-of-ways and it didn't affect

12

the classification of the roadway, then it's

13

possible you could have it funded, but you would

14

need to get in line with all the rest of the

15

projects that are already being considered for

16

funding.

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.

Okay.
Chair, question.

Mr. Mol ina.
Thank you.

Mr. Agaran, the

22

proposal that's being considered today, sources of

23

funding, eirlier we heard a testifier saying there's

24

monies out there.

25

that were wishing to get involved in funding this

Were there any private entities
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1

proposal that we're considering here today?

2

you know of any other sources of funding out there,

3

as well as what's -- what you've already considered?

4

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

And do

What we're proposing is to move monies

5

from one of the South Kihei Road projects to be used

6

to fund the cost of the greenway for one of the

7

segments.

8

of funding for greenways.

9

We haven't really looked at other sources

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
(

Is that something you will consider

10

in the future?

11

county picking up the tab 100 percent, is that

12

something you plan on looking at, getting some

13

private entities to get involved with to help offset

14

the cost to the counties?

15

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Because if we're looking at the

We certainly would have to, given the

16

fact that we're asking for funding for just one of

17

the segments that we're building right now.

18

do have -- we have monies for one of the other

19

segments, which has a wider right-of-way, but one of

20

the other segments that we're working on right now

21

we're not asking for any money for the greenways on

22

that.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

And we

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Nishiki.
Yeah.

And not you, Gil, I think it
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1

was the previous Public Works Director when we

2

discussed this project,

3

moving faster than developers on this road.

4

don't know if there is a legal manner, Corporation

5

Counsel, but I think that in our discussion we did

6

say, you know, that despite that we are moving

7

quickly to resolve the traffic problem, hopefully we

8

can insert some legal language with the property

9

owners, that they can in some way compensate the

10

County for either the roadway costs or whatever,

11

being that we would normally have access -- not

12

access but had normally would ask a development if a

13

roadway was to go in to participate.

14

situation I would hope that that ability for the

15

County, despite that we are going ahead faster than

16

a developer, would be able to assess a developer a

17

pro rata share.

18

that it was.

Is that possible?

And I

So in this

Because we heard

I don't know.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

21

just because County was

Corporation Counsel.
That's something lId have to look

into.

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Okay, Members, just be aware that there are

24

two projects as relates to Kihei, one for a $1.3

25

million consideration and another one for another
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million dollars.

2

Waipuilani Road and the other one is Piikea --

3

excuse me, that was for the roundabout.

4

one is from Lokelani to Kanani.

5

got Parks here with us, so why don't Parks come

6

down, since we're on the North-South

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

One is from Kaonoulu Street to

Okay.

The other
Well, we've

Before

-- Collector Road.

Mr. Kane.

Before you move forward, Mr. Chair,

10

just for clarification, so in the bill it's the 1.33

11

thatrs listed under central Kihei transportation

12

improvements?

13

mentioned, number 4, North-South Collector Road bike

14

path, Kaonoulu Street to Waipuilani, the 1.032,

15

those are the two numbers we're talking about?

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

MR. AGSALOG:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. AGSALOG:

And then the other one which you just

Yes.
Thank you.

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Agsalog.
There's also a line under the West Maui

21

community plan district on the Keawe Street

22

extension of $500,000 on that same bill.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Werre not there, though.

Right, that's correct, but we're just going

to stay on the Kihei Road projects right now.
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1

MR. AGSALOG:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Chai r .

So Parks, why don't you join us, please.

3

We have Mr. Buck present.

4

Committee would like to know is what budgetary

5

implications may your Department face with these two

6

requests going forward and your responsibility to

7

perform?

8

requirements.

9

MR. BUCK:

Mr. Buck, what the

We're talking about bypass landscaping

The proposed North-South Collector Road with

10

the bike paths and the greenway will -- right now,

11

as from my understanding, is going to fall under the

12

jurisdiction of the Parks Department and will have

13

an impact.

14

this point we wouldn't really know.

15

to take a look at the overall plan and come up with

16

some figures, but there will be an impact on the

17

Department.

18

having a hard time just maintaining the parks with

19

the existing staff.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

As far as how much is the impact, at
We would have

And right now the Department is -- is

When do you believe you can give this

21

Committee an approximate budgetary number, whether

22

it be in position count or financial resources?

23

MR. BUCK:

We can probably do it by Friday, if we can get

24

access to the -- some of the drawings for the

25

proposed North-South Collector Road and try and come
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2

up with some figures.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

So there's nothing in your upcoming '05

3

Budget that would be able to anticipate this

4

additional request, Mr. Buck?

5

MR. BUCK:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

We weren't anticipating this request, no.
Okay.

Department as it relates to the Kihei projects?

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10
11

Ms. Johnson, questions for Parks

No.

Anyone else?

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll?

Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

When was the decision made that

12

bikeways were going to come under the Parks

13

Department's jurisdiction for maintenance and who

14

made that decision?

15

MR. BUCK:

It's not a decision that was made by the Parks

16

Department.

It's just it's becoming an assumption

17

that Parks is going to taking over it because we're

18

now maintaining medial strips and street trees

19

and

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

MR. BUCK:

Oh.

So it's been kind of -- with just the recent

22

concerns as far as medial strips and things like

23

that, we're assuming it's going to be under the

24

Parks Department.

25

another department, but ...

Of course we'd rather it go under
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So the medial strips that used to

2

be maintained by private maintenance contracts were

3

then turned to the -- turned over to the Parks

4

Department to maintain.

5

MR. BUCK:

That I s correct.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Were you in the Parks Department,

7

anybody from the Parks Department involved in the

8

discussions about this North-South Collector Road

9

and the bikeways?

10

MR. BUCK:

Not to my knowledge, no.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Or the greenways?

Were you

12

involved in any discussions about the greenways

13

proposals in South Maui?

14

MR. BUCK:

They had -- as the District Supervisor down

15

there they had -- we had discussions about the

16

greenway.

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No, as an administrator for the

Parks Department.

19

MR. BUCK:

No.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I know you were District

21

Supervisor and were at those meetings, because I saw

22

you there, but recently or in this term?

23

MR. BUCK:

NOt

there hasn't been really any discussions as

24

far as the North-South collector Road, the

25

greenwayst to my knowledge.
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COUNClLMEMBER TAVARES:

At what point -- maybe this is for

2

Mr. Agsalog.

3

you folks are formulating budgets do you have all

4

the departments that are going to be impacted

5

together in the same room to talk about the

6

different projects and its fiscal impacts?

7

MR. AGSALOG:

At what point of the discussions when

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the question.

8

At the moment we are formulating the Fis.cal Year '05

9

Budget, and when we know that the project would go,

10

we would incorporate the -- all the departments that

11

would be involved in formulating the estimated

12

operating budget for the upcoming year.

13

know if this project going to go or not.

14

moment right now they are not involved.

15

ask for extra operating impact for the Parks

16

Department for this particular project.

17
18

19

COUNClLMEMBER TAVARES:

We don't
At the
We didn't

Who -- who in the Administration

is your ClP coordinator right now?
MR. AGSALOG:

I have been doing all the ClP implementation

20

report.

21

lack of manpower we have at the Mayor's Office.

22

do, however, have a ClP coordinator at the Managing

23

Director's Office overseeing the Lanai Police

24

Station and other projects, Mr. Chair.

25

I've been putting them together due to a

COUNClLMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, that's Mr. Schwind?
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1

MR. AGSALOG:

No, that's Mr. Jay Buzianis.

2

COUNClLMEMBER TAVARES:

3

specific?

4

MR. AGSALOG:

5

COUNClLMEMBER TAVARES:

6

But he is project

Yes, ma' am.
Okay, so he's not overall County

of Maui capital improvement projects?

7

MR. AGSALOG:

8

COUNClLMEMBER TAVARES:

9

Oh, Jay, okay.

That's right.
Are you folks still using the same

format that's been used in the past in -- when a

10

capital improvement project is formulated that it

11

has sections that start with land acquisition and it

12

goes to preliminary planning, construction

13

documents, permits, and all that and goes through

14

the whole form and then last entry, as I remember,

15

on that form was the operating cost, manpower, and

16

operations and maintenance for our ClP program?

17

you folks still using that form or have you changed

18

it?

19

MR. AGSALOG:

Are

Mr. Chair, there's no change on the project

20

sheet for request for ClP.

There is a portion in

21

the CIP sheets to show what would be the operating

22

impact for every project that's requested.

23

department that's in charge of the project did not

24

account all the operating impact or other

25

departments involved into that particular projects,
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1

then probably it's not all -- all operating impacts

2

will not be all recognized.

3

using the same format that, yes, we need to look at

4

operating impact for a proposed project.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

But, yes, we're still

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Chairman.

Yes, ma'am.
I guess what my line of

8

questioning is more in preparation for this year's

9

budget -- or for next year's budget coming down,

10

that when we see the CIP requests, that there should

11

be included most definitely what that operational

12

cost is going to be.

13

decisions in a vacuum, and we all know that the

14

initial capital investment in a project is the

15

smallest part of the life of the project.

16

operations and maintenance of that project that

17

costs the money to the taxpayer.

18

should be before us so we can make some

19

knowledgeable decisions regarding where we're going

20

to put our resources in the County of Maui.

21

Because we cannot make these

It's the

So those figures

I believe Mr. Kane was alluding to this

22

earlier, and we have talked about it I think every

23

budget cycle that has come up.

24

important, and while it's great to have these new

25

projects and buildings and parks and all of that, we

Because it is
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1

do need to see the whole picture, and that whole

2

picture, the majority of the expense is going to be

3

in operations and maintenance.

4

thinks it's not, you got to wake up and look at

5

you know, the reality is

6

figure, one-seventeenth of a life of a project is

7

the capital improvement

8

it.

9

operation and maintenance.

And anybody who

and I think I heard a

the capital used to build

Sixteen-seventeenths of the project's life is
So we need to look at

10

that operations and maintenance down the road with

11

every new project that's proposed, and hopefully

12

we'll have, you know, figures that we can -- and we

13

know it's going to cost us money.

14

have been around here long enough, we know where the

15

money goes.

Those of us that

So as we look at these projects and weigh the

16
17

priorities of which ones the community needs most,

18

that looming figure of 0 and M is what we have to

19

look at and make that decision

20

based on that and not on just, oh, yeah, this road

21

would be nice or this building would be nice.

22

that other long-range thing.

23

here a little bit, but I would hope that we're going

24

to get that kind of information in the -- in the

25

Fiscal

'05

make a decision

So I just went off

Budget.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, and the Chair would support all

2

the members' comments as it relates to that.

3

is why today we have Parks Department.

4

ask Public Works earlier

5

handout under operating impact it lists no impact on

6

staffing or operating budget, but the Director made

7

it very clear that it is -- as it relates only, as

8

he understood it, to his specific Public Works area

9

of responsibility.

t

That

And we did

as you notice, on their

And that is why today we have

10

Parks and Recreation to give us some comment

11

relating to what it means to their Department.

12

so I can agree with all of you that we would need as

13

much information and more coordination with the

14

departments that would be participating.

15

And

I think the three -- couple of questions that

16

I would sum it up for the Committee, Mr. Agaran, -is

17

under the existing traffic analysis and studies that

18

you have regarding the North-South Collector Road,

19

what projections can you share with us today for the

20

expansion to a potential four-lane, whether you see

21

it in three years, five years, ten years?

22

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I need to actually go back and see the

23

traffic study, but I believe the projection is

24

somewhere in the ten to 15-year time period that

25

you're going to look

you're going to need to look
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at some kind of expansion either at South Kihei or

2

at North-South or Piilani of two additional lanes.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Because if the question is -- if

4

it's not a question anymore that eventually it will

5

become a four-lane collector road, which you just

6

shared that long term it is a -- more than likely

7

~ill

8

it reasonable for the County to put a lot of money,

9

possibly millions, to build a temporary bikeway, or

be expanded.

I think the question for us is is

10

should this Committee consider something that is

11

more -- more of a permanent nature that down the

12

road wouldn't get ripped up and need to be

13

reconstructed again, if you can understand my point

14

of view.

15

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I think that's clearly the policy

16

decision that the Council needs to look at.

17

project without the bikeways and the greenways was

18

really going to be to put in the pavement and

19

perhaps a -- you know, a bikeway alongside the road

20

in the interim, but eventually allowing some other

21

decision maker in the future to decide if it needs

22

to be expanded to four lanes, that that can be done

23

without taking out trees or landscaping.

24

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The

Is this being designed so that there'S a

way that we wouldn't need to disturb the proposed
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improvements, so that in case we want to go to a

2

four-lane, we wouldn't need to demolish or

3

reconstruct certain provisions of this request?

4

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

You would not -- of this request?

Yeah.
The request is really for the

7

greenways.

So in the future that if it needed -- if

8

the North-South needed to be expanded to four lanes,

9

the greenway portion would need to, in all

10

likelihood, be removed.

11

designed so that the two lanes that are being

12

constructed would not -- would not be affected in

13

the future.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The project is being

Okay, thank you for that, Mr. Director.

15

Any other questions on this portion?

16

Ms. Johnson.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes,

This would be of John, and I don't

18

think he was here at the last meeting.

19

were not present.

20

asked was in regard to the adopt a park or adopt a

21

section of the roadway kind of project.

22

this project is being driven so heavily by KCA and

23

it's kind of their community's vision of what they

24

would like to see, do you think it's reasonable,

25

John, to perhaps approach the KCA and see if there's

One of the things that I had
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1

any way that they could actually kokua and help us

2

maintain that area?

3

MR. BUCK:

That's a good question.

We were working

4

recently with the KCA as far as a parking lot

5

project in -- along South Kihei Road, and I want to

6

tie in communications we had with them.

7

a very large greenway planted with grass and all and

8

everything else like that.

9

them, the conditions of us providing that type of

They wanted

In the discussions with

10

landscaping and everything around that parking lot,

11

if KCA was willing to maintain it, and we did not

12

get any favorable comments about them making the

13

commitment for that.

14

Now, along the greenway! bike path! life of

15

volunteers sometimes is -- it's kind of -- it's

16

unpredictable.

17

section and maybe that will be maintained real well!

18

and then you come down, you know, further down and

19

it's not going to be maintained as well.

20

can see that just by driving up and down our streets

21

of! you know! areas along the roadways.

22

a lot of areas real good and some areas not

23

maintained well.

24
25

You'll get some good volunteers in a

I don't know.

And you

You'll see

That would be -- have to be up

to KCA, but just with volunteers in general! they'll
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go for a while, but then at some point in time

2

they're going to burn out on that particular

3

project, and then at that point in time who's going

4

to be maintaining it?

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I appreciate your candid response,

6

because I know that that's always been a problem

7

with many of the adopt-a-highway or adopt-a-park

8

programs.

9

have is one -- and I guess it would perhaps be of

The other question, Mr. Chair, I would

10

our Budget Committee or our Budget Chair or

11

yourself, when we set aside monies for

12

beautification of our roadways, I consider a bikeway

13

a beautification element.

14

comes or -- a portion of that -- it goes to Public

15

works.

16

things.

17

that the money that we collect or a portion of that

18

money could be utilized either to help bolster

19

Parks's budget or to pay on organization such as

20

Community Workday to actually perform that work

21

under a beautification contract?

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And because that money

It's for removal of our dead vehicles t other
What my question would be is there any way

Corporation Counsel, is there any legal

23

restrictions on how Council may determine use of

24

those funds?

25

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

Mr. Chair

t

I was just taking a look
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1

at the Maui County Code, and it states that the

2

funds are to be used and administered by the County

3

for the purpose of beautification and other related

4

activities, including but not limited to animal

5

management program, carcass removal, and Community

6

Workday highway beautification concerning highways

7

under the ownership, control, and jurisdiction of

8

the County, and to defray additional costs for

9

disposition of abandoned vehicles.

So it does

10

appear to be fairly broad, but I guess you'd also

11

have to consider that, you know, there's a lot of

12

things that this fund is used for.

13

know, we had -- we're talking with abandoned

14

vehicles, for instance, and how there's not enough

15

money for that.

16

to use it for other things.

17

And I know, you

So, you know, it -- you may be able

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, thank you, Mr. Chair.

I

18

would actually like to look at what the

19

possibilities are for earmarking at least a portion

20

of that funding for that particular use and to at

21

least help -- if it's Parks Department or if it's

22

Community Workday, which was mentioned by Traci,

23

then I would like to see maybe look at a proposal

24

from Community Workday as to what they would be

25

willing to do, even if it's coordination of
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1

volunteers.

2

you know, people come and go, and as John said

3

people burn out, so if you go with a group that is

4

continuously updating its membership and volunteer

5

core, I think that may be a way that we could look

6

at.

Thank you.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

They have a very strong network, and,

Thank you.

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.

Yeah, this may be going off the line,

but I -- as long as we're discussing what Department

10

is going to be responsible for maintenance, I want

11

it put in a plug at budget time, and maybe it could

12

be specific for these kinds of projects.

13

have you used the inmates?

14

and female line, and I think that this is one that

15

you could really use, but how extensively have we

16

used that for this County?

17

MR. BUCK:

How much

I mean, we've got male

I think if it wasn't for the inmates, I think

18

the Parks Department would be about ten years behind

19

on a lot of work.

20

The limitation

21

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Have you exhausted the budget this

year?

23

MR. BUCK:

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

So they are used extensively.

Huh?
Have you exhausted the budget this

year for them yet?
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MR. BUCK:

Not yet.

We will.

One of the problems with

2

the Workline program, they're a very good program,

3

sometimes that they may not have staff available to

4

have the inmates go out.

5

what their personnel is available sometimes.

6

might not have a full crew to go out as far as the

7

COs, they go out, take their crews out.

8

use them extensively.

9

four crews, certain times during the week.

You know, we're based on
They

But we do

I think at times we'll use
Also

10

other non-profits use them for their projects too,

11

so they're used quite heavily.

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

So maybe in this year's budget, if

13

you've got new responsibility, you could

14

specifically ask for a Workline just for Parks

15

Department.

16

move to give another line, but we didn't give it,

17

but in lieu of more responsibility, maybe you could

18

use that as a direction.

Because last year I think there was a

19

MR. BUCK:

We'll take a look at it.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

MR. BUCK:

Yeah

Okay.

t

It's inexpensive and

the County does fund the program, and

23

that's -- it's for equipment and the expenses.

24

far as paying for the COs, that's all done by the

25

State.
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1

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Anything else, Members?

I think that was one of the

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Chairman.

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
I'll tell you why.

For us to hire

7

Park workers, you've got an amount, but for us to

8

get a Workline, man, you get a lot of bodies there

9

for the amount of hours.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Well, I think the -- we go back to the

11

basic concern from the Committee is we need to know

12

the total impact on various departments to get

13

associated with a specific project request.

14

just looked at what Public Works gave you and you

15

believe what you see on the handout, there is no

16

budgetary for personnel impact to this request.

17

know that's not accurate.

18

questions for our resource people?

19

Mr. Buck, again, Mr. Agaran, Mr. Agsalog.

Okay.

If you

We

Any other
We have

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Chair.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

Public Works.

24

giving us, you know, portion of the highways when

25

they build mauka, for instance, Lower Honoapiilani

Yes, Mr. Pontanilla.
Just a clarification with

You mention about accepting -- State
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Highway.

I donlt know if you were -- youlre

2

probably not, but at that time when they turned over

3

the highway, in my mind, you know, 11m wondering if

4

they notified or the Department notified the Parks

5

as far as accepting the highway?

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.
Probably not.

Okay, thank you.

I think the State recent experience with us

10

is when theylve asked us to assume certain of their

11

responsibilities Council has always voted no.

12

refused to take over parks that they create and

13

operated, and our premise was you need to associate

14

that with State resources by constitution, and

15

theylve -- still after our vote to reject still

16

required the County to perform, so ...

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Welve

Mr. Chair.

Yes, Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, 11m sorry I just jumped up

20

and said no, but at the time that Lower Honoapiilani

21

Highway came over I was associated with the Parks

22

Department, there was no discussion.

23

youlre getting this and so therels it, thatls it,

24

and that whole discussion about parks being turned

25

over and waysides and all of that, you know/ we kept

It was just
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voicing, as we did recently, that they don't give us

2

the resources to manage those areas and we get them

3

anyway.

4

County, you know, can do as far as we let them know.

5

I mean, we can I guess take the parks apart, say

6

we're not going to maintain it so we're going to

7

turn it into something else, but short of that we

8

don't have to -- we don't have any leverage I guess

9

is the word to say, you know, we do need the

So there's not too much that we as a

10

resources to maintain what you used to maintain, and

11

that's fallen on deaf ears most of the time.

12

I can share with you in my attendance with

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

Mr. Kane as our HSAC President, that your sister

14

counties also have a concern about mandated

15

requirements, programs, services, that the State

16

imposes upon counties and it's a concern that

17

Honolulu is working on a proposal that at the

18

appropriate time Mr. Kane may bring forward to you

19

as Council members, but it's not just a Maui

20

concern.

21

similar comments.

22

The other counties have expressed their

Members, as it regards to this specific

23

portion of Item 38, because there's also a West Maui

24

component, the Keawe Street project, I would prefer,

25

Members, as your Chairman to defer this portion
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until the '05 Budget comes forward.

I want to

2

request the Department to go back to the State and

3

Federal DOT to give us a formal written response as

4

it regards to Federal funds r also to the State

5

Department of Transportation r whether or not what

6

would -- what premises would require the County to

7

perform a new plan for this project area.

8

quite disappointed.

9

down to the appropriate Highways people, including

And I am

We have asked from the Director

10

the local officer to share comment.

11

received verbal communication from Mr. Yasui, but

12

nothing from the district office.

13

defer this and take it up during, very shortly, the

14

budget submittal that comes in weeks.

15
16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

We have

So I'm willing to

Ms. Johnson.

My only question would be is the

West Maui Keawe Street part of that deferral?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, ma' am.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I'm just -- as it regards to the two

20

North-South Collector Road considerations at this

21

time.

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

Question.

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
To the Administration.

By this,

listening to what is being proposed, are we in
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jeopardy of losing any funds?

2

sensitive, in other words?

3

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Is this time

I think we're -- I think you're

4

Mr. Chair, I would point out that the central Kihei

5

transportation improvements, that we're ready to go

6

to bid on that.

7

Federal government is participating in.

8
9

10
11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Which one is that, Mr. Director?

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

13

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

16

That's the bikeway, the 1.33 million.

That's Item
CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

I'm

sorry.

12

14

That is something that we know the

2.
582.

Are you saying you want to defer

that as well until
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm willing to defer both central -- the

1.33 and the 1.0.

17

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Okay.

At this time.
Then my response to Mr. Nishiki is I

20

don't think the money is in jeopardy.

21

that that will delay our ability to go out to bid on

22

the bikeway project that's already been approved for

23

funding.

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Mr. Nishiki.
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VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Then I am not in favor of

2

accepting the Chair's recommendation on the bikeway.

3

If they're ready to go out to bid r if they can

4

achieve it, I don't know what the reason for the

5

deferral iS r Mr. Chairman r and I'd like an

6

explanation.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Well, I'm still not satisfied with the

8

response as it regards to what we got from

9

Mr. Yasui.

I would like to hope that all the

10

members would like to know what Parks' requirements

11

would be as it relates to this specific request.

12

And I don't foresee weeks delay as something that's

13

going to be terminal for this project request.

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You said a week's delay?

Weeks delay.

We're going to get the budget

16

in three weeks, Mr. Nishiki, and then we start the

17

whole review of the total budget, including Public

18

Works, and this would come back to us.

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, I -- I feel contrary.

If

20

they're ready to go out to bid and this County's

21

ready to move.

22
23

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

NOr

appreciated.

AnywaYr that's my --

and very much your comments are
Yes, Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

My only concern in delaying it is

the fact that when we begin the budget is not when
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1

the whole process actually will be taken up, because

2

we don't approve the budget until the end of the

3

cycle.

4

and-I think that because there's so many CIP

5

projects that are on line, I just don't want to take

6

a chance that something else is going to come in

7

front of it and then it's going to be put on the

8

back burner again.

9

on this in South Maui for long.

10
11

So those projects are going to be set aside,

Because everybody's been working
I -- that's my only

concern is you might lose that momentum.
The other thing I -- if that's not going to

12

be a compromised, you know, situation and we need

13

more information on that, fine, but if the bikeway

14

is something that the community really wants

15

from my understanding, everything in regards to this

16

has been community driven.

17

a happy camper if this doesn't go forward.

18

understand your concerns, but I think that no matter

19

what, if that's what the community wants[ then let

20

them help us find, you know/ the funds to help

21

support it and let them come up with the creative

22

ways that we can actually move these projects

23

forward.

24

is, it's always going to require maintenance.

25

let the community understand that there are

and

Joe Bertram will not be
So I can

Because anything we do, no matter what it
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1

consequences when they make specific requests to put

2

the ball in their court too.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comments, Ms. Johnson.

4

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Mr. Chair.

Yes, Mr. Director.
Let me just make a correction to the

7

comment I made.

8

ready to go to bid is actually the project that's

9

number three.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

It actually -- the one that is

Kaonoulu to Waipuilani?
Yes.

And that, the design is complete

12

and State DOT and Federal Highways has approved a

13

project to advertise.

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

MS. KOLLER:

16

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MS. KOLLER:

Okay, then I will --

Mr. Chair.
accept the Chair's recommendation.

Okay, thank you, Mr. Nishiki.

Yes, Tamara.

I'm not sure, but, Mr. Chair, maybe

19

Corporation Counsel can assist in this, but I think

20

that they could still proceed with going out for

21

bid, but they just would not be able to award the

22

contract and encumber the funds until they have the

23

budget authorization.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Corporation Counsel, any comments to

Ms. Koller?
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MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

Mr. Chair, Tamara's correct.

The

2

Department can proceed with procurement, but just

3

would not be able to enter into the contract until

4

the funds are appropriated.

5
6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Members.

has been given.

7

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

The Chair's recommendation

Any objections?

No objections.

Okay, no objections from the full

Committee.

The item is deferred, as it only regards

10

to South Maui.

11

under Item 38 the Keawe Street extension projects.

12

The request is for $500,000.

13

COUN9ILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

The Chair has -- now bringing forth

Mr. Chairman.

Ms. Tavares.
Point of clarification.

Yes.
When you defer something, like you

18

defer this item, at any time during our budget

19

meetings that start on the 15th or whenever we're

20

starting, can we bring in these

21

items specifically for discussion, and would that

22

have to be posted -- it would have to be posted,

23

because it's not part of the 'OS Budget.

24

of the -- but we could bring it back any time during

25

that as a specific item?

bring back these
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

As it regards to this coming budget review!

2

Members, I will be allowing those kind of things to

3

be brought back to Committee.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay! thank you.

So you can relate it to -- because we are

6

still going to be receiving CIP requests since the

7

lapsing date is December 31st, Members! of the

8

current budget.

9

it relates to the upcoming '05 Budget! and at the

10

appropriate time the Chair will be allowing us to

11

bring other items back to the Committee's attention.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I'll take that into account as

Thank you.

Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Buck.

And

14

we will be sending to Parks Department a request to

15

help us get a potential personnel count as well as

16

operating budget account.

17

contract for services, provide us with the scope and

18

estimated financial resources required.

19

Keawe Street extension, Members.

20

Ms. Johnson, any other comments regarding this

21

request?

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Or if you want to go by

No, just that the community is

23

waiting.

They're holding their breath, but they're

24

getting a little -- they're getting a little

25

frustrated,

I think, with the, you know, fact that
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1

we can't always get things done overnight.

2

the only comment I'm hearing is, you know, when is

3

the project actually going to move forward.

4

there's some frustration, and I think that that's

5

natural, because we can't -- we can't just do what

6

we want to do without the State's cooperation.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

That's

So

Mr. Director, Mr. Agaran,

8

as far as we know, we are still on line with the --

9

provided you get this design money for next year's

10

'05 Federal funds and construction to move forward,

11

is your time line still quite accurate?

12

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yes.

Yes, it is, and I believe we'll

13

be putting in the County match for construction in

14

the '05 Budget.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Members, you heard the Director.

Any

16

further questions as it regards to the Keawe Street

17

extension?

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll?

Ms. Tavares?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Mr. Molina?

Mr. Mateo?

No.

The Chair will be recommending forwarding

24

the request for Keawe Street extension.

25

request I believe is $500,000 bond.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So moved.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Second.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I have a motion from Ms. Johnson, seconded

4

by Ms. Tavares to forward the request of $500,000

5

bond for the Keawe Street extension project under

6

Item 6.b(I).

7

discussion.

Discussion, Members?

All in favor, say "aye."

8

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Opposed say "no."

VOTE: AYES:

11
12

13
14
15

Seeing no

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Councilmembers Carroll, Johnson, Kane,
Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares,
Vice-Chair Nishiki, and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of revised
bills (budget and bond) relating to the
Keawe Street extension project; and
DEFER matter relating to the North-South
Collector Road project pending further
discussion.

16
17
18
19
20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Motion is carried.

Members.
MS. KOLLER:

Okay, thank you,

Yes, Tamara.

Mr. Chair, just to point out is that since

22

we're making adjustment and not passing the Kihei

23

projects forward, we will need to amend -- revise

24

the numbers in both the budget bill and the bond

25

bill.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

That is correct.

Members, with no

2

objections, I would request that you allow the Chair

3

and the Staff to make the appropriate minor

4

adjustments to reflect sequence and appropriate

5

documentation --

6

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

No objections.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

as regards to the bills for ordinances.

8

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

No objections.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

We're done with Item 38.

10

Are there anyone else wishing to give testimony at

11

this time?

Camille, anyone else notified you?

12

MS. SAKAMOTO:

No, Mr. Chair.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, no objections, testimony is closed.

14

We will stand in recess till 10:35.

15

RECESS:

16

RECONVENE:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18
19

10: 24 a.m.
10: 38 a.m.

(Gavel).

The Budget and Finance Committee

meeting will come back to order.
ITEM NO. 39:

20
21

(Gavel) .

CHAIR HOKAMA:

PROPOSED BILL AMENDING FISCAL YEAR 2004
BUDGET RELATING TO CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS (C.C. No. 03-297)

We will now move forward to Item 39,

22

Members.

Item 39 is a proposed bill amending the

23

Fiscal Year 2004 Budget relating to capital

24

improvement projects.

25

meeting the Committee did push out to Council for

Earlier, Members, at the last
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recommendation for this -- is it for this Friday1s

2

Council meeting?

3

Council meeting regarding the removal of scrap metal

4

for Molokai and Hana landfills.

5

as Committee understood it, was to take money from

6

the Kaunakakai drainage project.

7

guess that was for, what, 600,000 -- Tamara, can you

8

give us the amount from the Kaunakakai project?

9

MS. KOLLER:

Yes, it1s for this Friday1s

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

The revised bills,

And let1s see, I

In the Budget

10

Director1s letter dated.February 9th there1s 600,000

11

from the Kaunakakai projectr with 400,000 of it

12

going to the Wailuku-Kahului Community Plan District

13

for Central Maui Landfill and 200,000 for the Kihei

14

Makena Community plan District for 200,000, and

15

that1s for a culvert replacement in Wailea.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Agaran, this 200,000 for

17

Wailea, is that the emergency job you1re currently

18

doing on Wailea Alanui by the Grand Wailea?

19

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, that1s right.

Okay, thank you.

Okay, Members,

21

unfortunately, I guess with the big amount of

22

drainage requirements, that culvert r which is the

23

County1s -- I believe Mr. Agaran can give you a more

24

specific report at that -- shortly.

25

bring forward to you/ Members, is the concern that

Okay, what I
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1

in December 2003, under contract C-2262, money was

2

encumbered for the Kaunakakai drainage project.

3

Mr. Agaran -- Agsalog can also speak to it, but the

4

revised bill is asking us to reappropriate money

5

that technically is not available until it becomes

6

unencumbered.

7

they may just have received a request to unencumber

8

the funds from the Kaunakakai drainage program.

9

that of course is a procedural question, and whether

10

or not the Committee is comfortable enough in moving

11

forward.

12

And Finance has not received -- or

Let's see, now.

if he has additional comments for the Committee,

14

please, with this request?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

So

Let me first ask Mr. Agaran

13

15

And

The only additional comment would be,

16

just quickly, on the Kaunakakai projects.

There's

17

two segments of that drainage project that we've

18

been working on.

19

December is one that we're going to be working on to

20

get to disencumber a portion of that money in order

21

to fund the supplemental budget request.

22

project, which is for $1.4 million, that is going to

23

be -- that has been cancelled and will probably be

24

delayed because that -- that segment happened to

25

discover some oil in the right-of-way that we were

The contract that was let out in
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1

working on.

2

the EPA says that project can go forward, we can't

3

go forward in that drainage project.

4

will have to be looked at to -- and we'll have to

5

work with Finance in order to disencumber the money

6

and to make sure that money's available.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And so until Department of Health and

So that money

Mr. Director, for the members, so you --

8

the intention is to retain 200,000 of the 800 in the

9

Kaunakakai project.

Has that been spent already?

10

What is that for, the design portion or initial

11

construction work?

12
13

14
15

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

No, the contract that was let in

December was for construction.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Construction.

Okay, Members, questions?

Mr. Molina?

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

No.

Mr. Mateo?
Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

19

Obviously when a project such as this is, you know,

20

temporarily cancelled or postponed on Molokai, I'm

21

kind of alarmed.

22

oil situation that was found does I guess justify

23

the cancellation until we do have a clearance.

24

However, I'm just concerned about the Department of

25

Health's and EPA perhaps taking a longer period of

However, I do understand that the
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1

time in addressing the issue so the project can

2

continue to move forward, and I think based on all

3

of the flooding issues that has occurred and does

4

occur on Molokai, that I'm just concerned about who

5

from the Department will bird dog this or follow up

6

with Department of Health and EPA to see that the

7

work that needs to be done will be done?

8

Department, you know -- and I hope that is a

9

small -- you know, a small window at that point,

And to the

10

because to follow up to see, you know, whether

11

Fiscal Year '05, that you were anticipating to

12

request for additional funds or what kind of

13

timetable is the Department looking at in helping to

14

address this project?

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Director.

16

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Mr. Chair.

It's a difficult question

17

in terms of the timetable for Department of Health

18

and EPA because we don't -- we don't really control

19

when they will get back to us on what's going to be

20

required to remediate this area, but this is an

21

important portion of the project, because this is

22

the outlet.

23

won't do much good if this outlet is never -- is

24

never constructed.

25

Department, you know, to come back and get the money

The work that is being done upstream

So it's the intention of the
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1

for this project and go forward on it as soon as

2

possible.

3

the discussions that State DOT and our Department

4

has with Department of Health.

5

the right-of-way that we're using and where the oil

6

was discovered apparently is in the DOT

7

right-of-way.

8

of the agencies working together to see what's going

9

to be needed.

But a lot of that's going to depend on

Because portions of

So they -- so really it's all three

I believe that some studies already

10

are being done, and hopefully we'll get an answer so

11

we can get the project restarted in the near future l

12

but at this point we don't anticipate getting

13

restarted before the end of the year.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So someone from your Department does

15

look at these projects that you are cancelling so

16

that there -- you know, it's not sitting there for

17

another two years or so?

18

funds, the $800,000 is the same funds that was

19

appropriated in 1997.

20

urgency of getting our projects done is just that

21

it's all -- it's all urgent.

22

it's -- are there any other parts of the master

23

drainage plan for Kaunakakai that can move forward

24

or --

25

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Because this is the same

You know, so for me the

Sal

l

you know, to me

Yeah, as I said, one of the upstream
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1

segments is going forward.

2

forward, we know that this portion of the project

3

also has to get funded and go forward shortly after

4

that one is done.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

So because that's going

And then maybe just a

6

question so I can understand.

7

This is the end part of the drain/ the drainage

8

system.

9

side/ town side without really doing the end part

10

11

This is the outlet.

Do we normally do a drainage from hill

first/ the outlet/ the drain outlet?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yeah/ what happened here is the outlet

12

had been let out first and they were about to start

13

the project when the oil was discovered.

14

shortly after this project was supposed to start/

15

the other project was also bid out so that the

16

entire segment would have been built out/ you know,

17

probably as one project.

18

been delayed/ you know/ we still can go forward with

19

the upper portion.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

At--

Since the outlet now has

Dh-huh/ uh-huh.

I guess r Mr. Chair r

21

you know/ like I do support the Department's need to

22

move money.

23

able to assure us that like, you know/ they are bird

24

dogging this project so that we don't have to wait

25

another year/ another two years/ another six years,

However/ I wish the Department would be
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whatever it is.

2

this -- as this body goes to Molokai, and, you know,

3

we will have the public discussion regarding

4

flooding

5

community.

6

notice that someone is watching it and will be on

7

top of Department of Health and the EPA so there are

8

nO I

9

You know, because I think as

I think you will hear an outcry from our

l

So as long as we can get some kind of a

you know, long delays.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.
And we will -- I guess

10

Mr. Molina will be there also and appropriate

11

Department representatives can attend meetings that

12

this Committee will hold during the budget review

13

process, and the Chair will be happy to allow a

14

Department representative give a status regarding

15

this project to the Molokai community.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

19

Thank you, Chairman.

Okay, Ms. Johnson, questions on this

request?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

I think that my basic

20

overview is that I support the Wailea Alanui repair,

21

because that's really urgent.

22

do to move that forward, it's -- it wasn't

23

anticipated, but I think that it's really necessary,

24

so I have no problem with that.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Whatever we have to

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll?
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Ms. Tavares?

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Hold on, please, Mr. Nishiki.
Thank you, Chair.

Thank you.
Just in

7

regards to the Wailea culvert emergency work, my

8

only concern is that whenever we do work in that

9

area that, you know/ we let the public know that

10

there is a detour, you know, when you enter the

11

development itself.

12

gone to Wailea Hotel just to be notified that I need

13

to, you know, backtrack and go to the top of the

14

hill before I can get to where

15

That's for the Wailea one.

I've gone there twice and I've

my destination.

And coming back to Molokai, Gil, do you know

16
17

if any private property's going to be involved in

18

regards to trying to rid the oil from the soil?

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Director.

20

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

That's -- that's part of the study

21

that needs to be done is the extent of the oils,

22

where the oil is , because I would -- I would think

23

that outside of the right-of-way would be private

24

property.

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, because it kind of brings
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1

back memories for me in a sense that it took us at

2

GTE Hawaiian Tel two years just to resolve an oil

3

leakage at our base yard in Kahului r so it may be a

4

very lengthy process.

5

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Just a comment.

It's one of the concerns that we haver

6

but that's why we're hoping that hopefully the

7

extent of the spill will be discovered very shortly

8

and hopefully it's contained.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

thank you.

OkaYr

Thank you,

Chair.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

No.

Thank you.

None.

Mr. Molina?

No.
I would just also echo -- I'm sure

16

some of the members may have received itr so I just

17

share it with the Director r Mr. Agaran r that there

18

was a request for us to as best we can improve

19

notice and signage regarding the detour as well as I

20

had a request of why wouldn't the County do an

21

emergency around-the-clock type of project because

22

of the importance of this -- this time of year for

23

the properties in Wailea and that they have received

24

unhappy comments from their guests and their users

25

of facilities.

So I just share that with your
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1

Mr. Director, that I received that from various

2

properties.

3

your Department's deadline for completion of the

4

culvert project, please?

5

Can you tell us approximately what

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

6

Friday.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

lS

We're still looking at finishing by

Thank you.

Thank you for that.

As it

8

regards to Phase IV A, Central Maui Landfill,

9

Mr. Director, you're confident with this $400,000

10

that the Department is able to now complete its

11

requirements for Phase IV A?

12
13

14

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yes, we are, and that 400,000 coupled

with the money that we already have in our budget.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Are there anything outstanding that

15

you would report to this Committee this morning from

16

Department of Health, whether there's any

17

outstanding items or issues that is still being

18

discussed, needs negotiated, or not relevant

19

anymore?

20

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

The issue of the amount of fines that

21

we would be paying for the violation at Central

22

Maui, though, is something that we haven't brought

23

to the Council yet.

24

finalized formally by Department of Health then

25

we'll be coming back to the Council.

As soon as that amount is
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Is there anything we need to be

2

concerned as far as the Federal EPA is concerned or

3

we just -- we will be dealing with 'the State

4

Department of Health?

5

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I'm assuming that the delegated

6

programs would be dealt with through the Department

7

of Health and that we -- we'd deal with the EPA

8

issues jointly with them.

9

issues for Molokai and Hana as well.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

There may be violation

We would request that you notify the

11

Council as soon as you have a communication so that

12

we may take the appropriate Committee consideration,

13

either Mr. Molina or this Committee or Committee of

14

the Whole, depends where we are with the request.

15

Okay, anything else, Members, as it regards to Item

16

39?

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Chair.

Yes, Mr. Pontanilla.
Yeah, just a follow-up question

20

on Kaunakakai drainage.

21

we can go as far as, you know, the outlet, different

22

site to get away from the oil spillage?

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

25

Is there another way that

Mr. Director.
I'd have to go back and look at that.

I'm not sure -- at this point I'm not sure.
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1

that if we did that we'd probably have to redo some

2

of the studies that were done in order to secure the

3

permits that we have.

4
5

6
7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you,

Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Would you want the Department to

respond?

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Yeah, please.

We shall put forward your request to

10

the Department requesting potential of relocating

11

the outlet site.

12

Item 39?

13

to forward the request from the Department to take

14

$600,000 from the -- wait, let me ask Corporation

15

Counsel this before I give you my recommendation.

16

Can this Committee this morning, Corporation

17

Counsel, recommend for passage to Council with the

18

funds still encumbered to another project?

19

Anything else, Members, regarding

If not, it is your Chair's recommendation

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

Mr. Chair, what the Committee could

20

do is pass the bill contingent upon the Director of

21

Finance disencumbering the funds.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Prior to approval?
Correct.

Any problems, Tamara?

Tamara, any problems

with the recommendation from Corporation Counsel as
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2

it regards to Council procedures?
MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair, I think what we would want would

3

be if we have a contingency on that the other -- the

4

other option that I was looking at was that we

5

could -- that the Committee -- and would make a note

6

within the Committee report and recommend for

7

adoption of a revised bill to adjust for the numbers

8

and then have it

9

separate letter.

I guess we'd have to send a
I don't know if we can do a

10

contingent recommendation.

11

few minute recess and we could check that out.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I mean, we could take a

Are you recommending a proviso, Corporation

13

Counsel?

14

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

What I'm thinking is that Council's

15

action wouldn't take effect unless and until the

16

Director disencumbers the funds.

17

action would be contingent on the Director

18

disencumbering the funds.

19

do is the Committee could go ahead with this action

20

and hopefully Finance Director will have

21

disencumbered the funds by the time it goes to first

22

reading.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So Council's

The other thing you could

Mr. Agsalog, has a request to

24

unencumber the $600,000 from the Kaunakakai drainage

25

project already been requested to Department of
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2

Finance?
MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chairman, the Department of Public Works

3

as we speak are working to get the -- secure the

4

$600,000 for this particular appropriation.

5

ask Department of Finance to certify the

6

availability of this particular appropriation, money

7

to be appropriated for this project as soon as we

8

pay all the outstanding bills.

9

that there are -- there is enough money there over

I will

And I was told today

10

600,000 to use for this project.

11

that we're doing, if this thing go to full Council,

12

I should have that certification in -- in a week or

13

so.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And with the rate

Members, we have other items on the

15

calendar for today.

16

I would ask that we take this at end of calendar and

17

allow our Staff to look at the various options on

18

how to deal with this and the Chair will make his

19

final recommendation toward the end of the meeting.

20

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22
23

24
25

If you would support the Chair,

No objections.

Okay, thank you.

End of calendar for Item

39.

ITEM NO. 36:

PROPOSED BILL AMENDING FISCAL YEAR 2004
BUDGET RELATING TO ESTIMATED REVENUES,
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE COUNTYWIDE COSTS,
TOTAL OPERATING APPROPRIATIONS, CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS, AND TOTAL
APPROPRIATIONS (C.C. No. 04-8)
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Item 19 is a request from Corporation

2

Counsel, Mr. Brian Moto, regarding the summer

3

student program.

4

COUCNILEMBER JOHNSON:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

36.

I'm sorry, Item 36.

My apologies, Members.

6

Okay, Item 36 is next.

7

proposed bill

8

Relating to Estimated Revenues, Department of

9

Finance Countywide Costs

ame~ding

Item 36, Members, is a
the Fiscal Year 2004 Budget

l

Total Operating

10

Appropriations

11

Total Appropriations.

12

Mr. Agsalog relating to adjustments to the Budget

13

Ordinance.

14

request a deferral to allow Committee Staff to work

15

with Mr. Agsalog to update the ordinance before

16

Chair recommends any action to be taken.

17

objections to the Chair's request?

I

Capital Improvement Projects, and
This is a request from

It is your Chair's recommendation to

18

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

19

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

20

ACTION:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

ITEM NO. 19:

23

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any

No objections.

DEFER pending further discussion.

Thank you.

Item 36 is deferred.

PROPOSED BILL AMENDING FISCAL YEAR 2004
BUDGET RELATING TO DEPARTMENT OF CORPORATION
COUNSEL (C.C. No. 04-29)
OkaYI

Mr. Moto is on his way down.

Item

19, Members, is a Proposed Bill Amending the Fiscal
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Year 2004 Budget relating to the Department of

2

Corporation Counsel.

3

Communication 04-29 from Mr. Agsalog, and the

4

purpose of the proposed bill is to man the

5

equivalent personnel or EP count in the Department

6

of Corporation Counsel.

7

Mr. Moto, Chief Corporation Counsel for the County

8

of Maui.

9

MR. MOTO:

We are in receipt of County

Joining us this morning is

Mr. Moto, your comments, please.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members.

The

10

subject of the summer clerk for the Department of

11

the Corporation Counsel was addressed by me in

12

comments to the Committee of the Whole when you

13

reviewed the performance measures for the Department

14

for the coming fiscal year, Fiscal Year 'OS.

15

just to summarize, again, we would like to revive

16

the summer clerkship program for the Department of

17

Corporation Counsel by hiring a summer clerk for

18

this coming summer.

But

19

The -- because the summer program straddles

20

two fiscal years, the very tail ends of the FY '04

21

an the beginning of FY 'OS, it requires us to take

22

action on -- with regard to two fiscal years.

23

the coming fiscal year's budget/ you will see when

24

it comes to you that the Department is requesting an

25

EP count and some monies for that position, but with
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1

regard to this fiscal year/ Fiscal Year 2004/ we are

2

requesting that the Council increase our equivalent

3

personnel count by .3.

4

the summer clerk start in Mayor June of this year.

5

We're not asking for any more monies.

6

monies are necessary to pay this clerk for that

7

one-month period/ approximately/ will come out of

8

whatever savings we have in our current accounts.

This will allow us to have

Whatever

It's been quite a long time/ a number of

9

10

years since there was last a summer clerk in the

11

Department.

12

number one/ help the Department through the services

13

provided by the summer clerk.

14

summer clerk t

15

electronic archiving projects that I described to

16

the Committee of the Whole earlier.

17

will introduce to young people the work done by the

18

Corporation Counsel/ and perhaps encourage young law

19

students to consider the government/ and especially

20

municipal government as an employer.

21

also

22

to a wider audience in our nation's law schools so

23

they may consider the County of Maui as an employer.

24
25

l

The summer clerk program we hope will/

Second/ perhaps the

for example/ might work on some of the

Secondly, it

And it will

we hopeI over time expose the County of Maui

The position that's -- we're requesting has
been frozen for a number of months or years, and
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it's our intention to unfreeze it in accordance with

2

this request.

3
4

5
6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Moto.

regarding the request?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I'm ready for your recommendation r

Chair.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Johnson?
No.

Mr. Mateo?

10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

21

Mr. Kaner questions r

No.

Mr. Molina?
No.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?
No.

Just one question for you, Mr. Moto.

Why

EP versus LTA for a summer intern project position?
MR. MOTO:

I think it's -- well r couple of things.

I

22

think this is how the Department of the Prosecuting

23

Attorney also budgets for their summer clerk

24

program.

25

a continuing program so that it would recur every

SecondlYr it's our hope that this will be
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year and not just for one or two years.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Anything else/ Members?

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

One quick question/ Chairman.

4

Mr. Mota, other than the pay, there's no other

5

compensation that the -- I guess the intern would

6

receive from the County?

7

MR. MOTO:

Right.

Mr. Chairman, no, if we were a private

8

employer, private employers often budget -- in

9

addition to salary they will also include perhaps

10

amounts for travel or amounts to fund for activities

11

and training for this law student.

12

government tends not to do that.

13

quite frankly.

Unfortunately,
I wish we could,

I'm told that our Department of Personnel

14
15

Services is helping us research what other kinds of

16

assistance we might be able to provide a summer

17

clerk.

18

reviving the summer clerk program because we

19

basically have to, first of all, find a space for

20

this person.

21

program.

22

work assignments we want to give this person, and

23

also provide some kind of social activities to make

24

this person feel comfortable and so that it's an

25

enjoyable learning experience for everybody.

There's quite a bit of work involved in

Secondly, we have to develop a

We have to know in advance what kind of
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And will this type of experience

2

help the students I guess maybe gain some type of

3

college credit as well?

4

law schools?

5

MR. MOTO:

Would this qualify for many

Mr. Chairman, most summer clerkship programs (

6

if -- are non-credit.

7

involved in internship programs during the academic

8

school year, for which they do receive academic

9

credit( but summer work ( summer clerkships generally

10

Some law students are

are non-credit activities.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Okay, thank you.

So we're just looking

13

about $4,000 throughout the summer, Mr. Moto( plus

14

or minus a few hundred?

15

MR. MOTO:

Yeah.

I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, I don't have

16

the total figure at the top of my head.

17

on paying this person $10 an hour.

18

figure by asking the Department of Prosecuting

19

Attorney what they paid their summer clerk, and they

20

would be working a normal 40-hour work week while

21

they're here.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We do plan

We got that

Any other questions for Mr. Moto

23

regarding the request?

Seeing none.

Chair

24

recommends approval of Budget and Finance 19,

25

request from Corporation Counsel for a .3 EP count
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1

addition to the Department for a summer student

2

internship program.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So moved.
Second.

Motion from Ms. Johnson, seconded by

6

Mr. Molina.

And I would add that we include filing

7

of all attached communications and attached

8

documents also.

9

All in favor, say "aye."

Discussion, Members?

10

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

VOTE: AYES:

Opposed say "no."

13
14
15
16

17

Seeing none.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Councilmembers Carroll, Johnson, Kane,
Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares,
Vice-Chair Nishiki, and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
None.

MOTION CARRIED.
Recommending FIRST READING of bill and
FILING of communication.

ACTION:

18

19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Motion is carried.

Thank you very much,

Mr. Moto.

21

MR. MOTO:

22

ITEM NO.5:

Thank you.
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT IMPLEMENTATION STATUS
REPORT (C.C. Nos. 03-15, 04-31, and 04-32)

23
24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, we have Item 5, and then we'll go

back to Item 39.

Item 5 is the Capital Improvement
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Implementation Status Report.

2

the period up to 12 December -- excuse mel 31st of

3

December! 2003.

4

did find several areas in the funding status which

5

Mr. Agsalog will be giving you an update this

6

morning, and we also have Department

7

representatives.

8

Housing and Human Concerns to address her project's

9

area.

10
11

This report covers

If we can move to that report.

We

We have Ms. Lee from Department of

So first! Mr. Agsalog! can you give us an

update on the report.
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

First of all, I'd

12

like to thank the Department in helping us put this

13

implementation -- CIP implementation report for the

14

Council for review .. It has been challenging for us

15

because people has moved and we have new CIP

16

coordinators in other departments and we were trying

17

to put these things together.

18

It -- if you're looking for the final number

19

as of December 31st, I can also point out that the

20

Finance Department has a little bit more -- more

21

definite numbers as the IFAS report is included in

22

the quarterly report.

23

implementation reports are more the comments of the

24

departments that help me put this thing together,

25

and if you have any question as to the specific

Most of -- the report in the
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projects, we could answer them the best we can,

2

since I have lots of the resource people here today,

3

Mr. Chair.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much.

Any questions for

5

Mr. Agsalog at this time, Members?

6

yes, Mr. Pontanilla.

7
8

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Seeing none --

Good morning, Dani.

What's the

difference between County Funds and General Funds?
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

The member I think is

10

referring to the first page of the -- of the report

11

that I submitted to you.

12

of legend there so that -- I wanted to show more of

13

a County Funds, General Funds, because the Highway

14

Fund is also a County Fund, and I wanted to show

15

General Fund as the General Fund in -- that's the

16

change from prior reporting and implementation

17

report so that we know which fund this project is

18

funded from.

I have put a -- some sort

That's the only difference.

So if it says Highway Funds, it came from our

19

20

Highway Funds, and then when it's a County Fund

21

or -- I have not distinguished that from a prior

22

reporting, because I'm trying to get all this thing

23

reported to the General Fund.

24

was Highway or Golf Fund or a particular (inaudible)

25

funds.

I'm not sure if it

So when I get to where that fund came from,
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1

I will be able to let you know.

2

don't want to say it's a General Fund if it is not a

3

General Fund, but the ultimate goal for this report

4

Mr. Chair, is to show where the fund iS

5

from (inaudible) funds, Golf Fund or Highway Fund or

6

General Fund.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

10

So generally I

I

I

if it's

Mr. Pontanilla.
So right now, as far as the

County Funds, you still need to identify what it is?
MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chairman, that is right for me at the

11

moment.

I will be more specific when I

12

only have a General Fund, Highway Funds, Golf Funds

13

for this particular project once I get this thing

14

all specified in a specific funding source.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

it will

Okay, thank you, Chair.

Okay, any other questions for Mr. Agsalog

17

at this time, Members?

18

Director Lee, I'll ask Director Lee for her comments

19

regarding the quarterly CIP report for her

20

Department.

21

MS. LEE:

Okay, if not, since we have

Ms. Lee.

Good morning, Mr. Chair and Members of the

22

Budget Committee.

23

status report on the Kaunoa Wellness Center, the

24

West Maui Resource Center, those two.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm assuming you're asking for a

Yes, ma' am.
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MS. LEE:

And perhaps even the West Maui Senior Center.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

MS. LEE:

Yes, Director.

On the resource center, the West Maui Resource

4

Center, which is near completion, we have not

5

received -- or the West Maui Resource Center has not

6

received its certificate of occupancy yet, but that

7

is expected sometime next week.

8

certificate of occupancy is received, people will

9

begin to be admitted to the facility.

As soon as that

There was an

10

unexpected change in inspectors at the beginning of

11

this year and the new inspector made a change --

12

made a different requirement with regard to grading

13

in the shoulder area of the driveway, and that has

14

caused a delay in being able to receive the

15

certificate of occupancy.

16

resolved very shortly, and we are expecting the CO

17

sometime next week.

18

Maui Resource Center.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

But that should be

That's the status on the West

One second, please, Director.

20

any questions for Director Lee regarding this

21

specific project?

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay,

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, it shows that there's a

23

balance -- available balance of $2.2 million, can we

24

kind of explain why that's there?

25

MS. LEE:

I'd have to get back to you.

Actually, there
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should not be any balance.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

MS. LEE:

4

Perhaps payments were made in January or -- you

know or recently, but there's no excess funds.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

Okay.

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, maybe Mr. Agsalog can update

us on that portion.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

report.

11

Oh, it should be like zero?

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Agsalog, this is on page 1 of the

Mr. Chair, on the -- on page 13 under CIP

12

correction, the quarterly report on the -- as of

13

December 31st, 2003, about fourth project from the

14

top, it shows that -- sixth project, I'm sorry, it

15

shows that there's still an encumbrance of 450,478

16

and the expenditures has gone to 1,732,467, and yet

17

there's no balance available, ma'am.

18

CHAI R HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

Wha t report -What report -- oh , I'm sorry.

I'm sorry.
We're asking the same question, I

think.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

Proceed, Ms. Tavares.

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

just now?

Yeah, what report are you quoting
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MR. AGSALOG:

It's the -- it's the Finance Director

2

report, second quarter for the finance report, where

3

the IFAS report is printed on the back for all the

4

CIP projects.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

MR. AGSALOG:

Isn't that where this comes from?

Actually we are ahead in putting the CIP

7

implementation report and the finance report can

8

come a little bit later also.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
quarter?

11

MR. AGSALOG:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

Yes, ma'am.
The quarterly report that you're

talking about?

14

MR. AGSALOG:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

So you said that was for second

Yes, rna' am.
And second quarter, doesn't second

quarter end December 31st?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MR. AGSALOG:

19

MS. KOLLER:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MS. KOLLER:

That's correct.
Yes.
Mr. Chair.
Yes, Tamara.
If I could interject,

I

believe what happened

22

on this report is that some of the financial

23

information was not updated.

24

narrative as to the status of the project, and so

25

what -- we had the departments here today to really

They updated the
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1

give us the status of the project and the Budget

2

Director was in the process of correcting the

3

financial part.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So would it be your recommendation

5

that I have my quarterly report in front of me now?

6

Does that have better figures than was in the

7

transmittal?

8
9

10

MS. KOLLER:

That may.

on Friday will be getting the December 31st
quarterly report.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

MS. KOLLER:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14
15

However, on the Council I believe

Oh.

We don't have that yet.
We don't have it yet, okay, thank

you.
MS. KOLLER:

Yeah, so I think probably the -- you know, to

16

get the status to know where things are and then

17

we'll have to look at the financial part.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Thanks.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank

YOU

t

Chair.

Alice, is

21

there a repayment agreement in regards to the West

22

Maui Resource Center?

23

MS. LEE:

Yes, there is.

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

25

MS. LEE:

There is?

There is.
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2

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay, thanks.

Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, anyone else regarding West Maui

4

Resource Center?

5

please, next project.

6

Thank you,

MS. LEE:

Okay, thank you.

Director Lee,

On the West Maui Senior Center, we are in the

7

SMA

excuse me, we're not in the SMA process.

8

That's the next one.

9

is under construction and is located right off

This is the senior center that

10

Lahainaluna Road behind where the Pioneer office

11

used to be, and this is -- this center is about, oh,

12

16,000 square feet under the roof, and we're

13

expecting the construction and the completion of the

14

project this July, around mid-July.

15

any questions on this project?

16
17
18
19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

MS. LEE:

That's right

I

we'll check your schedules on the

opening.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MS. LEE:

23

Make sure we're back from NACo

before you schedule that.

20

22

So do we have

Thank you for that comment.

Because we know how much pressure the seniors

have been putting on all of us to have the opening.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

OkaYI

Members r any questions for Director

24

Lee regarding the West Maui Senior Center project?

25

Okay

I

thank you.

Next.
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MS. LEE:

The third project is the Wellness Center at

2

Kaunoa.

3

and we expect to go out to bid sometime in September

4

or October.

5

construction contract around December and we hope to

6

be completed with the project in eight months or so,

7

probably in August or September of 2005.

8
9

10

11
12

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We are in the SMA process on this project/

We will award the contract

Okay.

Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

Refresh my memory, is this

a new building?
MS. LEE:

Yes, it is.

It will be located right next to

the current cafeteria.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

MS. LEE:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

Questions for the Director on this

project, Members?

14

17

the

Next to the cafeteria?

Yep.
Around the trees.

You're not

taking out any of those monkey pods, are you?
MS. LEE:

No, no, no, we're not taking out any trees that

19

I know of, no.

20

if you think about it, the cafeteria runs parallel

21

to the highway, yeah, so in that --

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

MS. LEE:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's going to be -- if you know --

Extension of that like.

Right.

Okay.

Okay, thank you.
Any other questions regarding this
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1

project, Members?

2

encumbered, Director?

3

MS. LEE:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MS. LEE:

Is basically all your funds

Well
I would assume SOr but --

Not on the wellness center because we need to go

6

out and have that awarded yet, the construction of

7

that, the bid awarded, and that won't be for a few

8

months, since we're only in the SMA stage right now.

9

The other two projects r yes.

10
11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Anything else r Director r

Director Lee?

12

MS. LEE:

Not at this time, Mr. Chair.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Members, any other questions on the

14

senior dance exercise building project orr let's

15

see, otherwise I guess just maintenance, yeah?

16

senior center painting project, work completed,

17

okay, that was completed, yeah.

18

your senior dance project, Director Lee?

19

MS. LEE:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MS. LEE:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Your

Any comments on

That is the wellness center.
That is the wellness center?

Yeah.
So, Mr. Agsalog, we list three times, one

23

under senior dance center and exercise building,

24

then we have two wellness buildings lines.

25

Committee, is it your intent to always show one
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2

project three different places?
MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, the wellness center was divided

3

into two fund source.

4

why you had two lines there, and one is Lapsed Bond

5

Fund, and those were -- those two together go

6

together, and those are 2004 project.

7

dance exercise building I -- I can see it now, that

8

was 2004, but it should be 2003 project, Mr. Chair.

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

One was a Bond Fund, that's

The senior

All the adjustments will be made prior to

the next quarterly report?

11

MR. AGSALOG:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I will do that, Mr. Chair.
Okay, thank you.

Any other questions for

13

our Department of Housing and Human Concerns?

14

Mr. Pontanilla.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

You know on

16

the first item, you show a, you know, available

17

balance of 14,716.

18

this an updated number or --

19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is the project completed or is

I don't know if that's Ms. Lee's project.

Ms. Lee, is that your project?

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's what I was going to ask.

I don't think it is.

I would think that

23

would be Public Works, myself, Kalana 0 Maui

24

parking.

25

MS. LEE:

Is that yours, Ms. Lee?

Well, Mr. Chair, yes and no, but it may not be
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the $50,000 -- what we did several years ago was

2

volunteer to look for different sites for -- for

3

additional parking.

4

employees were very unhappy with their situation,

5

especially when we moved our Office on Aging back to

6

the building.

7

number of employees who didn't have a parking space

8

and who had County cars, County vehicles that they

9

couldn't even park in -- on the compound.

Because in particular my

So we had a number of -- fairly large

So

10

we've -- I volunteered to work on generating a

11

study, and we did, and I don't believe that $50,000

12

actually was for -- I think we used just whatever we

13

had within our Department.

14

by GYA Architects.

And it was a study done

And then the following year I think the

15
16

$50,000 may have been in the Office of Economic

17

Development or some other office{ and they -- they

18

undertook additional work on trying to locate lands

19

and properties for a study.

20

having $50,000 for that study.

21

is Yuki Sugimura.

22

it come to anybody else's mind?

23

that's mine.

24

to you.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I don't recall us
What comes to mind

That's what comes to mind.

Does

So I don't think

But we can double check and get back

Okay, thank you.

Any other questions for
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Director Lee?

Mr. Pontanilla.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, maybe not for the

3

Director but whoever can answer.

4

project is completed and you have available balance,

5

what happens to the -- the balance?

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MR. AGSALOG:

So once the

Mr. Agsalog.
When the fund is complete -- I mean when the

8

project is completed, the excess available balance

9

will go to carryover savings

10

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

13

Okay.

Human Concerns?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank

t

Mr. Chair.

YOUt

Chair.

Any other questions for Housing and
Mr. Kane.
So is there going to be clarification

14

on the parking expansion

15

Ms. Lee but maybe from the Budget Director?

16

expended 35 t OOO for an assessment

17

as complete under the remarks, are we to assume

18

that's with the Wailuku Union Church and the

19

property mauka of High Street?

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

t

and maybe not with

t

If we

which is listed

We're going to be sending a written request

to explain and a copy of that assessment.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

OkaYt anything else for Ms. Lee, Department

24

of Housing and Human Concerns?

25

you very much, Ms. Lee --

Okay.
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1

MS. LEE:

Thank you.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

-- for being here.
Parks, your turn.

3

We have the Director, the

4

Deputy, as well as the CIP Administrator.

5

Mr. Matsui, Mr. Buck, and Mr. Correa are here.

6

Parks, Parks, oh, oh, fun, fun, fun.

7

Mr. Correa, you have a copy of the report that the

8

members are utilizing?

9

MR. MATSUI:

Mr. Matsui?

Yeah, I'm looking at it now.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

page 6.

12

Community Center and Dorm Project.

13

MR. MATSUI:

Okay,

Okay.

Why don't you start at the top of

Just so happen it's Lanai Multi-Purpose CC,

Okay.

Yeah, I'm not

I wasn't involved in

14

this project.

15

Office, so I'm still not involved in it, so I'm not

16

aware of the status of this project.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

At that time it was with the Mayor's

Okay.

We're going to send a letter to the

18

Department.

Under remarks you informed this

19

Committee that conceptual drawings were done which

20

indicated the facility will cost in excess of the

21

original $2 million construction fund amount.

22

one, where was the conceptual money funds taken

23

from?

24

contract awarded to and where is the status of that

25

plan, with the plan or in someone's trash can?

Did that go through an RFP?

Who was the
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1

would like to know.

2

we'll take all Lanai one time.

3

park, funding withdrawn.

4
5

6

MR. MATSUI:

Street court skate

Mr. Matsui.

You know, that project was abandoned and we

did not proceed with the implementation of it.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

7

lighting.

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Any other questions on -- okay,

Lanai tennis and basketball

Mr. Chair.

Yes, ma'am.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

In regard to the skate park, I had

11

met with the Mayor on this particular subject, both

12

on the Lanai street course and also the West Maui

13

street course.

14

is now legislation that really would protect the

15

County in the event of liability, what we're hoping

16

to do is get those projects, if the community still

17

supports a street course with the new implements

18

that are available and wi thou't having the

19

requirement of monitors.

20

community drives this, that it will move forward,

21

both this one and West Maui, but at the present time

22

we decided to kind of put things on hold because of

23

the fact that -- there was just not enough time

24

between this, you know, year's completion and the

25

new budget cycle we're starting.

And because of the facts that there

So I'm hoping that if the
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for that, Ms. Johnson.

2

Mr. Matsui

3

you -- we are informed project is completed, yet the

4

full amount of the original appropriation is still

5

available.

6

MR. MATSUI:

l

last project for Lanai, the third one,

Status, please.

Yeah, I don't know why it shows $100 1 000

7

available.

I know we've drawn down most of it.

8

After completing the lighting, we did add wind

9

screens, fencing, and we put a sidewalk in, so we've

10

substantially drawn down on that 100,000.

11

don't -- I cannot explain the 100 available balance.

12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, I can verify the improvements were

done, Mr. Matsui.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17
18

So I

Thank you.

Mr. --

I have a question, Mr. Chair.

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, Mr. Matsui, do you ever see

this report?
MR. MATSUI:

These are the reports that is in our

19

computer's -- it's at individual project manager's

20

computers.

21

update.

22

status side, and my understanding is that Finance or

23

the Budget Office would update our financial side.

So we pretty much leave it up to them to

I do briefly review it, but they update the

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

MR. MATSUI:

The financial side?

Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So your project managers aren't

2

responsible for correcting anything in this report

3

that's not right?

4

MR. MATSUI:

That's correct, yeah.

They are responsible

5

for the overall funding of it, but as far as

6

entering it in this particular report, it hasn't

7

been our

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Well, Finance enters it.

So when

they make a payment on a contract, then Finance

10

makes that payment and they're responsible for

11

changing the number.

12
13

MR. MATSUI:

I'm not sure if it's Finance Department or

Budget -- Budget Office.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

MR. MATSUI:

Oh, okay.

Yeah, because we get a separate report from

16

Finance Department for each project, which we get

17

quarterly.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

MR. AGSALOG:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. AGSALOG:

All right.

Thank you.

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Agsalog.
The Finance IFAS report is the most accurate

22

one, and therefore that this is not coming from our

23

accounting system.

24

ask -- I have just taken over putting this thing

25

together.

The amounts that's put there I

It was my responsibility to put all these
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1

things together, but due to new people/ I'm getting

2

CIP coordinators from each department or divisions/

3

the coordination is a little bit harder to put

4

together because I don't know these people.

5

will make sure that next reporting I will make sure

6

that all these numbers will jibe with the IFAS

7

report.

8

timing as my schedule of sending this report to you.

9

I send this report to you the end of the month.

But I

The IFAS report do not come at the same

10

IFAS report on the quarterly report is due to you

11

the 15th of the other months/ so they have 45 days

12

and I have 30 days to do this report.

13

time that we get the IFAS report/ I would have done

14

this implementation report to you/ submitted to you.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So by the

Okay/ so you're saying that this

16

report is due to us 30 days after the close of the

17

quarter and the quarterly report is due to us 45

18

days after the end of the quarter.

19

MR. AGSALOG:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

22

Yes, ma'am.
And the most accurate figures are

in the quarterly report.
MR. AGSALOG:

Yes/ ma'am/ because they'll still be making

23

adjustments ten days after the end of the quarter

24

also in the accounting system.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay/ thank you.

Maybe,
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1

Mr. Chair, we need to do this after we get the

2

quarterly report.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I was coming very close to that conclusion,

4

although I thought IFAS was done on a regular

5

monthly basis.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

9

I thought so too.

And therefore we could get quite accurate

numbers.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, Mr. Kane.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. MATSUI:

What does LWCF stand for?

LWCF.
Land and Water Conservation.

Yeah, it's a Federal fund -- Federal Parks,

15

from the Department of Interior.

16

Land and Water Conservation Fund.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

Yeah, I didn't see that under the -On the legend.

I was trying to go, okay, L, Lanai.

CF, County Funds.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

MR. MATSUI:

23

MR. AGSALOG:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

It's called the

Where's the W?

Thank you.

Water.

Lanai.
Mr. Chair, I will try to include that there.
You know what, Mr. Agsalog, we will work

with you, because I would have hoped we could
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utilize the IFAS system not only to help you give

2

get accurate information but the Council can get

3

quite updated statuses of projects.

4

with you and see if we can get this done even

5

better.

6

MR. AGSALOG:

7

MS. KOLLER:

So weIll work

Tamara.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

1 1 m not sure if we

8

would need to update the code, but perhaps in the

9

interim, if the Committee agrees, we could send a

10

letter to the Director and have him submit the

11

report at the same time as the quarterly and we

12

can -- if we need to update the Code to change the

13

dates for that, because 1 donlt believe the Budget

14

Director states a time in the Charter, but that's

15

something the Staff could look at.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair.

Yes, malam.
While welre looking at that, maybe

19

we could look at the possibility of just using the

20

capital improvement portion of the quarterly report

21

as our report, instead of having two reports.

22

Because my recollection is that there is -- CIP is

23

included in the quarterly report, and now I'm kind

24

of perplexed as to why we have this other report,

25

plus we get the quarterly report.
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MS. KOLLER:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair.
Tamara, please.
If I could interject, and since I have both

4

reports I kind of see that.

The quarterly report

5

has only the financial.

6

narrative, and what this

7

is give you more in a verbiage of what the status

8

is, are there some delays or what's happening.

9

the quarterly would only show for the current fiscal

It does not have any
what this project does

And

10

year.

11

you had a project that was -- was ongoing but you

12

had encumbered funds from the prior fiscal year but

13

it had not been expended yet, you would see that on

14

this report.

15

the Committee

16

So if there was something that overlapped, if

So it's -- you know, we can work with

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Now I remember why we have these

17

because the CIP projects are longer than a fiscal

18

year so you have a carryover.

19

this report, then, your responsibility,

20

Mr. Agsalog --

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. AGSALOG:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

25

So is this -- is

Mr. Director.
Thank you.
with those department CIP

coordinators?
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair

l

for that question,
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1

because as you know I was late for the two reports

2

that I supposed to have submitted to you, and I

3

apologize for that.

4

that this report exists until I was told by your

5

Staff that I supposed to provide this report, and

6

with the Budget Office short of manpower I took on

7

the responsibility to put this thing together, and I

8

was very happy that our departments tried to work

9

with me in putting this thing together.

Just because I -- I didn't know

There's no

10

continuity between, you know, how this report from

11

the other previous Administration.

12

it and implement the same way.

13

I just looked at

And we knew that there was a database there,

14

and I asked the Department to work with me, and

15

I'm -- it was kind of tough because they had

16

different CIP coordinators in their divisions and

17

all that, but at the end we were able to put

18

something together for you, at least a starting

19

point, and we could talk about this and how would

20

you like this to be presented to you.

21

any -- any suggestions how you want this to be

22

presented to you in a better, more understandable

23

manner, I would be more than happy to put it

24

together, since now I have taken the responsibility,

25

Mr. Chair.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

Thank you.

Thank you.

Members, would you like to

continue or --

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

No.
For those of you that nodded yes, I

6

hope that means you have a question for -- for the

7

resource people.

8

regarding area of Parks and Recreation?

9

have at least one.

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

on right now.

16

17

Okay, I

Mr. Kane, your question, please.

1111 ask if it's appropriate.

Mine

is a project-specific question.

12

15

Any questions of the members

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Please.
And it's not on the page that youlre

That's okay.

WeIll do anything within

Parks.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

And it's just for this

18

one.

The Kokua Pool improvements on page 7, in

19

remarks as showing project completed, there's some

20

dollar balances there, available balances.

21

just down there last week and there's some

22

significant cracks in that pool, and I would

23

hope that you folks, if not aware yet, then 11m

24

making you aware at this point to go follow up with

25

the general contractor of that project, because
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1

there's some -- I have a serious concern about the

2

workmanship that was performed on that project and I

3

would ask you to go take a look at it.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. MATSUI:

Mr. Matsui.
Thank you for the information.

I was not

6

aware of that[ or have not been made aware of it,

7

but it is under warranty

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I

so ...

Okay, thank you.

And I was down

there and I saw for myself[ so I had a chat with the

10

lifeguard.

11

happened a couple of days ago that I was -- that

12

came to my attention[ so I thought I'd utilize this

13

time to make you folks aware, since I knew we were

14

going to go through this today.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And so this is just something that

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll

16

Parks under CIP projects?

17

Mr. Mateo, questions?

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.
I

any questions for

OkaYI thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

On page 5,

19

the Molokai projects, if you could just provide an

20

update on the projects, the first one being Duke

21

Maliu Regional

22

we're still showing 141,000 encumbered.

23

funds still available?

24

this particular acquisition.

25

MR. MATSUI:

l

the acquisition

l

because right now
Are the

Or give me the status of

OkaYI what page was that?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO :

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

MR. MATSUI:

4

all of the funds were expended for acquisition.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

8
9

Mr. Mateo.
Thank you.

I'm sorry, the funds are

still encumbered you said?
MR. MATSUI:

Yeah, we did acquire it, so it's been

expended.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

11

MR. MATSUI:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13

MR. MATSUI:

14

Six, yeah?

Okay, yeah, we did acquire the land and so

5

7

Five.

It's been expended?

Yes.

Okay.

Then go down to --

You want that -- should I just go down the

whole list?

15

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

16

MR. MATSUI:

Yeah, please.

Okay, Duke Maliu Regional Park design

17

improvements, that was part of the third ballfield

18

that we just completed, when was it, about six

19

months ago, a combination baseball/soccer field.

20

That project is completed.

The Kaunakakai Gym

21

floor, that was completed.

As you know, that was

22

combined Office of Economic Development funds and

23

also County Funds.

24

110 was from the County.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

TheSe show the County Funds, the

And that project is complete?
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1

MR. MATSUI:

That is completed, accepted.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

3

MR. MATSUI:

4

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

5

MR. MATSUI:

So it should be.

Should be zero, yes.
Okay, okay.

Maunaloa Community Center/Swimming Pool, the

6

title actually is Maunaloa Community Center.

7

There's no swimming pool.

8

entered into a turnkey contract with Molokai Ranch

9

whereby they would build a community center and we

Central years ago we

10

would give them $500,000.

11

turn over the land and the community center to the

12

County.

13

some community meetings, make sure the siting and

14

the sizing was correct, but then from then when the

15

Ranch started negotiatinging with the contractor,

16

they found they were short of money.

17

They would build and then

Preliminary plans were drawn.

They had

So the project has kind of languished up

18

until this point where they've approached the County

19

and we're -- the County's considering adding another

20

$200,000 in the Upcountry ClP budget to add to this

21

turnkey agreement with Molokai Ranch.

22

Baseyard, we have a consultant on board to design

23

the new baseyard building, would also include

24

environmental assessment and SMA permit.

25

some balance.

Molokai Parks

So there's

You know, the design contract was
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less than 200,000.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I don't have the exact figures.

So are we looking at being able to

construct in 'OS?
MR. MATSUI:

Possibly in the later part of 'OS, but we

5

don't have construction money.

6

it in the upcoming CIP budget, but that hasn't been

7

finalized, so I'm not sure if it's in or not.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

9

MR. MATSUI:

We would have to put

Okay, thank you.

Molokai Youth Center, that's under

10

construction right now.

11

some prior CDBG appropriations, so that's -- the

12

last I was there the roof was up, and so they're

13

moving along pretty quickly.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

150,000 I think supplements

Mr. Matsui, in addressing the

15

Molokai Youth Center, are you in -- do you talk

16

story with Public Works in addressing some of the

17

incidents that has an impact on the center?

18

for example, the center flooded and expansion is

19

still going on and it was, you know, stopped due to

20

flooding problems.

21

between your Department and Public Works to address

22

those things?

23

MR. MATSUI:

Like,

Is there any communication

Yeah, we were in communication with Public

24

Works.

You know, there is a drainage catch basin in

25

front of the youth center, which was -- is supposed
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1

to catch all of the water, and it drains into the

2

drainage ditch alongside the swimming pool, but

3

what

4

improved of the stream.

5

Public Works on them accelerating them improving the

6

stream, but 11m not sure if we can wait for them.

7

We might have to just do our own thing and kind of

8

dig out that -- that stream bed to make it -- make

9

the water flow.

10
11

12

IS

happened is the outlet structure needs to be

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And welre discussing with

Okay, thank you.

And the last one,

Mr. Matsui, only Alii Park improvements.
MR. MATSUI:

Okay, that one we didnlt do anything on that

13

and the funds lapsed, so welre looking at

14

reappropriating the money in upcoming budget.

15
16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

going to do prior to these funds lapsing?

17

MR. MATSUI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

19
20

To do the same thing that you were

That I s correct.
Is that going to be shown on

the

request for funds, is that going to be shown in 1057
MR. MATSUI:

Yeah, I hope so.

You know, the

21

Administration has not completed their budget yet,

22

but it is on our Department

23

Administration.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

IS

request to the

Okay, thank you.

Thank you,

Mr. Chair.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Molina?

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

Mr. Nishiki?
Yeah.

What's happening with the

5

South Maui Community Park plan?

6

in that stage?

7

bottom.

8

Where are we at now?

9

money or what's happening?

10

MR. MATSUI:

Where are we at now

Page number 5, third from the

I know Chris went out to the community.
Is there any construction

Okay, you're correct, Chris Hart did a master

11

plan for that.

12

ballfields, three baseball fields or -- and three

13

soccer fields.

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

that.

16

MR. MATSUI:

The master plan included three

Okay.

I don't want to know about

What's the next step?
Anyway, so we -- we got some design money.

17

We got Unemori Engineers on board for that.

18

since we have new Administration, we decided to add

19

in a community gym.

20

backtrack, redo the master plan.

21

design funds for the gym and also for the park.

22

we're coming in next year's budget for additional

23

design funds.

24

not coming in for construction funds because it

25

would be -- you know, the timing on getting SMA and

Yeah, so then we had to
Now we need more

Because it's in the SMA
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1

going out to bid in construction r you know, it

2

takes -- takes a long time.

3

budgeting for construction in the following fiscal

4

year.

5

additional design funds.

6

So we're looking at

So for the '05 Budget we're looking at

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

And then Kamaole I I I improvements,

7

now that you've got your irrigation system there, is

8

that it now?

9

MR. MATSUI:

What's -- what's --

Yeah, okay.

10

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

MR. MATSUI:

We're looking

Did it lapse?

We have a design contract and we're looking

12

at expanding the park.

13

looking at expanding the parking lot, moving -- go

14

further south and an additional rest room.

15
16
17

18

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Pretty much right now we're

So what about that lapsed money, Pat?

123,440.

MR. MATSUI:

Yeah, I wasn't aware that we lapsed that much

money, but if it was lapsed/ it's gone! yeah.

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I can check with him later.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.
I'm done.

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank you, Chair.

The Waiehu

24

Golf Course safety netting, what was the cost for

25

that?
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. MATSUI:

Page?

Okay, Members, page 7.

It was about 40 -- $40,000.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

8

MR. MATSUI:

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

You did?

Yeah.
That was only one side of the I

guess driving range, right?

11

MR. MATSUI:

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

13

We did spend all

of that money.

7

10

Waiehu Golf Course safety

netting.

4

6

Which project are you on?

That's right.
Are we going to take care on

the other side?

14

MR. MATSUI:

Not -- not in the immediate future, no.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Maybe the next question is for

16

Mr. Agsalog.

17

going to happen to those lapsed dollars?

18

MR. AGSALOG:

As far as the lapsed dollars, what's

Mr. Chair[ any lapsed amount will go back to

19

the fund where that particular fund came from.

If

20

it is a General Fund or if it is a Golf Fund money,

21

go back to the carryover savings for the General

22

Fund.

23

then that lapse will go to the Lapsed Bond Fund, but

24

if it's not floated, it's not counted as a Lapsed

25

Bond.

If it is a Bond Fund and a bond was floated,
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

So as far as this

2

report, then, that way I understand it, the numbers

3

as far as available balance, those numbers are not

4

accurate numbers as I read this report?

5

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, and that's correct at the moment.

6

I could see it now with the IFAS report that I have

7

in my hand.

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10
11

Okay, thank you.

Any other questions by the members

regarding -- to Parks Department?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Mr. Kane.

And no -- I don't mean to

12

cross over into anybody else's district, but just as

13

a question of curiosity for a couple of projects.

14

The first one is the Ho'okipa Park improvements,

15

50,000, where it's stated in the remarks that the

16

funding has been withdrawn.

17

on understanding that -- that remark?

18

page 6, and it's the one, two, three, four, fifth

19

one up, 50,000.

20

MR. MATSUI:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Can you just update us

Okay.
Yeah, it says funding withdrawn.

22

that means -- that's why I asked.

23

explain that.

24
25

MR. MATSUI:

And that's on

You want to

Okay, early on when the new Administration

took over, there was some -- they were having
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1

problems with balancing the budget.

2

asked the Department to look at some of the ClP

3

funds that -- that we could put on hold.

4

had to identify a number of them, and this is one of

5

them.

6

it or -- and reappropriate it as carryover savings

7

in the next budget, but I understand it wasn't done,

8

but, you know, by the time we got the go-ahead to go

9

expend it, you know, it was too late to expend some

10
11

So they had

And so we

The idea was they were going to either lapse

of these funds.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So is it on your folks' list from the

12

Department to the Administration for consideration

13

this upcoming fiscal budget cycle?

14

MR. MATSUI:

Yes, it is.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

The other question, Mr. Chair.

16

Keanae Park rest room and ballfield improvements,

17

the note here shows a January 20th -- January 20th

18

construction is due to commence.

19

MR. MATSUI:

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

MR. MATSUI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So that's started?

That's correct.
It is progressed now?

They're just working on the roof I think.
And then finally, Mr. Chair -- I'm

23

sorry.

And I think from the last budget discussion

24

we had, Mr. Chairman, the Fourth Marine Park tennis

25

court, that 125,000, those are one of the other ones
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1

that through our discussion last cycle, yeah, that

2

we withdrew on that one.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay, thank you.

Okay.
Oh, I know, Mr. Chair.

Yes.
The Ukumehame acquisition on page

7

5 -- oh, I'm sorry, that's under Mayor, so that's

8

not Parks.

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay, Mr. Mateo.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Matsui,

11

can you just clarify for me -- I'm going back to

12

Duke Maliu again.

13

funds.

This is regarding the encumbered

You said that it was spent?

14

MR. MATSUI:

That's correct.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, I don't recall anybody

16

coming forward to ask us to I guess reappropriate

17

that monies, because that monies was specifically

18

for the acquisition of, and if there was any change

19

to the use of the monies, that request should have

20

come before -- before us.

21

that this 141 is still there.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

request.

So I kind of still think

Okay.
Could we get --

We will follow up, Mr. Mateo, on that
Tamara, do you have Mr. Mateo's request on
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1

that Duke Maliu acquisition funds?

2

remaining balance was utilized for nonacquisition

3

purposes, we want a report back on date and

4

authorization level.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

6

MR. AGSALOG:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR. AGSALOG:

9

If any of the

Thank you.

Mr. Chair.
Yes

Mr. Agsalog.

t

Looking at that t that's a Fiscal Year '02

appropriation

and I could almost assure that the

t

10

141 have lapsed and it was already counted as a

11

carryover savings.

12
13
14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

confirmation.

We'll await your written
Mr. Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah

t

thank you t Mr. Chairman.

15

Mr. Matsui, just a follow-up to Member Kane's

16

concern regarding the Ho'okipa Park improvements.

17

My Analyst and I went out there in December to

18

respond to a constituent's concerns about the

19

improvements that's needed at that park, and we

20

witnessed there needs to be some painting out there.

21

There's some concerns regarding the bathroom, and

22

about some general clean up of the area, and we did

23

get a response from Mr. Correa, the Director, and

24

included in that response was the need for more

25

funding to address these concerns.
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And there's also -- there's also an

1
2

indication of that painting would

3

pavilions at the very least would be done sometime

4

soon.

Can you give us a timetable at least for

5

that?

Because -- I bring this up because my -- you

6

know, it's a heavily used park for both residents

7

and visitors alike, and I think we should do all we

8

can to upkeep that park to a somewhat acceptable

9

limit.

painting of the

And the constituents that expressed these

10

concerns were residents that use the pavilions.

11

you know, when I see this money that was funding

12

withdrawn, it leaves a question in my mind.

13

where are we, again, as to how soon will we address

14

these improvements?

15

MR. MATSUI:

So,

So

As far as the painting of the pavilions,

16

that's more of a maintenance function and I'm not

17

prepared to answer you on the timetable{ but we do

18

have a painting crew.

19

Workline who does painting also, so I'm not sure

20

between the two who'S going to do it and when

21

theY're going to do it.

22

crew -- or painting crew that does things like this.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

We also have the MCCC

We do have a maintenance

Now, some of the constituents even

24

went as far as to even volunteer their labor to help

25

paint, but being that you have the Workline crew,
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1

that's fine.

2

tower/ that's something that's separate from these

3

other improvements that's being indicated in here

4

too?

5
6

MR. MATSUI:

And the tower that's -- the lifeguard

Yeah t that's correct.

Yeah/ that comes under

the aquatics section.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Aquatics.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay/ thank you.

Anything else for Parks?
Yeah

t

thank

Mr. Pontanilla?
YOU

t

Chair ,one

10

more.

11

is the status of the project and do we have a

12

deadline to meet?

13

MR. MATSUI:

The Lahaina Civic Center sewer hookup! what

Yeah! that one the deadline is 'OS.

Yeah!

14

again/ that one was abandoned! but we are picking it

15

up under the -- an existing appropriation that we

16

got last year to convert all of the cesspools

17

either put up a leach field and septic system or

18

connect onto the sewer.

19

projects that's on that list that we're doing.

20
21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So we would comply with the

come completion of that/ then?

22

MR. MATSUI:

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

So these are one of the

That's correct, yeah.

OkaYt

Mr. Carroll?

Okay, thanks.

anyone else for Parks?

Anything/

If not, thank you very much,
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1

Mr. Matsui.

2

call her up.

3

the time and that Mr. Nishiki does have his 1:30

4

Committee meeting scheduled, so we'll move forward

5

as best -- quickly as we can.

6

know the list of projects in this report that come

7

under your jurisdiction?

8

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

9

now

l

OkaYI we have Ms. Araki Reganl so we'll
OkaYI Members,

Yes, Chair.

the Chair is aware of

Ms. Regan l do you

I'm looking at it right

and good morning, by the way.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Good morning.

11

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

Oh

Good morning to the members.

l

Good afternoon.
it's afternoon.

Okay.

I believe there are to projects

15

at issue involving the Office of Economic

16

Development, the first being the Molokai

17

Slaughterhouse.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

19

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

Where we are on on that is Monnie Gay,

20

our Agricultural Coordinator, is on Molokai this

21

very second meeting with the board of the Molokai

22

Slaughterhouse to determine what else needs to get

23

done to fully occupy and start doing business there,

24

as well as to set a time line as to the necessary

25

improvements and when it will be fully completed.
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1

can -- I can have her upon her return provide a

2

report to all of you with an updated time line as to

3

when everything will be done.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Good morning.

6

Good afternoon.

Can you also tell me about your FY

7

'OS funding as well?

8

prior report you indicated that there would be a

9

need for operational funds and whether or not your

Because in a prior -- your

10

Department is also going to be requesting

11

operational funds in this upcoming budget as well as

12

working with rural development.

13

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

Thank you for that question.

That's the

14

purpose of Monnie meeting with the Molokai

15

Slaughterhouse people today.

16

will get a better idea as to what needs to be done,

17

how much monies we're talking about, and I will be

18

thereafter working with Budget Director Agsalog with

19

providing the figures necessary, if any.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Upon her return, I

Okay, and thank you, and the last

21

question, the slaughterhouse, is it open for

22

business?

23

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

I believe not.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

Thank you.

And it's -- the whole reason for it not
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1

being in business to date is the improvements need

2

to be made.

3

cracked, the floors are cracked, and there are

4

numerous, countless issues which I guess time does

5

not allow me to go into detail, but that's the whole

6

purpose of her meeting, to determine what needs to

7

be done, when can it be done, be a how much monies

8

we're talking about.

9
10

We're -- I believe the walls are

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

And perhaps if we can request

that information.

11

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

Sure.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Because I believe at the last round

13

of budget hearings I think, you know, it was --

14

after 12 years it was they needed X amount of

15

dollars to make it happen.

16

So I think it's important for us -- we need closure.

17

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

19

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Well, it didn't happen.

I agree.
12 years is too long.

I agree.
So, you know, if we need morel we

21

need to hear it.

22

she can provide us with a written, you know,

23

explanation

24

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So perhaps when Monnie gets back

Definitely.
-- and request.

Thank you.
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you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, anyone else on this specific project?

If not, Ms. Regan, your other project, please.
MS. ARAKI REGAN:

The other project involving the Office

5

of Economic Development is the Kula Ag Park

6

improvements.

7

why I'm dressed this way, but in talking with the

8

tenants at the Kula Ag Park, there is a definite

9

problem with the existing water pumping system which

I was there this morning, and that's

10

is currently 18 years old.

11

pumping system is not as functional as they should

12

be, as well as security remains an issue.

13

in the past in Fiscal Year 2003 there were monies

14

that were spent on conducting a study for the

15

pumping system, as well as approximately $86,000 for

16

electricity for MECO to provide power to the

17

tenants.

18

The existing water

I believe

In terms of the electricity, electricity

19

still has not to date been provided to the tenants,

20

and the sole reason being, according to Maui

21

Electric, that we need to provide an easement road

22

to the tenants.

23

the Department of Public Works and Environmental

24

Management in seeing what needs to be done to

25

provide an easement road to the tenants in order to

And so we're currently working with
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satisfy MECO's requirements.
For the next fiscal year, 2005, we are

2

3

requesting for monies I believe in the amount of

4

130,000 or so to provide -- or to replace the entire

5

water pumping system there, as I previously

6

mentioned, as well as to provide the necessary

7

security sensing that needs to be provided at the

8

front of the road due to the numerous thefts that

9

the tenants have experienced.

10
11

So that's where we

are on that.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Members, any questions on Kula Ag

12

Park?

Okay, seeing none.

13

your patience, Ms. Regan.

14

MS. ARAKI REGAN:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much for

Thank you, Chair.

And thank you for being available to the

16

Committee.

Okay, we have Mr. Medeiros here, so

17

we'll take him, since he waited very patiently for

18

his opportunity, and then we'll go back to Item 39

19

and then we'll adjourn.

20

Mr. Medeiros, if you would please give us

21

comments to projects that are under your area of

22

responsibility, please.

23

MR. MEDEIROS:

It's just the one project, Chair, and

24

that's the relocation of the MEO baseyard to

25

Puunene.

That project has been on hold for over
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1

seven years.

2

State Department of Transportation to make road

3

improvements to Mokulele Highway, which are expected

4

in -- the most recent update is expected in October

5

of 2005.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

The reason for it is waiting for the

Questions for Mr. Medeiros, Members?

7

I believe you'd find that project -- I saw that

8

project.

9
10
11

MR. AGSALOG:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's on page -Page I, Mr. Chair.
Page I, thank you.

Okay, Members, page 1.

Questions for the Director on this one?

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane?

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Okay, okay, good.
11m reading the remarks.

I know

15

there's three listings for the MEO Transit Facility.

16

The comments under the one that has the available

17

balance of about a million, the $992,000, and

18

following up on your comment, the frontal road, it

19

talks about this project needs to be reassessed by

20

the Mayor's Office and funds lapsed for new agency

21

put in charge.

22

little more, or are you familiar with these remarks?

23

11m trying to understand what the reassessment is

24

going to be with respects to this project.

25

MR. AGSALOG:

Can you help us understand that a

Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Agsalog.
This particular -- I just have asked

3

Department of Transportation, our Department of

4

Transportation to take care of this particular

5

project, since it was under the Mayor's Office, and

6

what happened here is under

7

taking care of this project at that time, and now he

8

left us just most recently.

9

there was put in by Mr. Miskae.

Mr. Brian Miskae was

Most of the comment
Because they were

10

kind of joined together with the Puunene Motor

11

Sports Park, and I -- I believe the Council Chair

12

has asked my office to give a report on the Puunene

13

Motor Sport Park.

14

think way back a month ago to

15

Chair with regards to the status of the Puunene

16

Motor Sports Park.

17

today, but there's no change since that transmittal

18

had -- have occurred, to my knowledge, but I have

19

asked Deputy Director of Transportation to come here

20

to give us a little bit more updated information as

21

to what this MEO Transit Facility today is all

22

about.

23

can put together the report that I have sent to the

24

Council way back and reflect what is in the remarks

25

today.

And I have transmitted a report I
or more to the

I'm not sure if that's available

So I'm not sure if the -- if Mr. Kane is
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

Thank you for that

2

response.

And again, my question has to do with

3

the -- the remark of the project needing to be

4

reassessed by the Office of the Mayor, and that

5

part -- and I understand the comments that are

6

placed on the Motor Sports Park which is over on

7

page 4, and it talks about that the project has been

8

scrapped, so funding isn't necessary.

9

half a million dollars.

That's the

The master plan has been

10

placed on hold, and that's with respects to the

11

fairgrounds and that whole thing.

12

ties into -- the second MEO Transit Facility comment

13

ties into the FY '03 funding for Motor Sports Park

14

frontal road will allow transit facility project to

15

move forward, but then on the previous page it talks

16

about it being scrapped.

17

understand what the project -- what assessments are

18

you folks looking at or reassessment are you looking

19

at based on us now knowing that you aren't going to

20

be moving forward with the Motor Sports Park based

21

on your remarks on the other page?

22

MR. AGSALOG:

So that's what

So I'm just trying to

Mr. Chair, as far as the last conversation I

23

had with the Planning Department, which was

24

Mr. Miskae at that time, the Motor Sport -- Motor

25

Sports frontal road wasn't going to go just because
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1

of the timing of the State Highway putting the new

2

highway there.

3

the motor -- the frontal road for safety for the

4

Maui Sport -- Motor Sport Park wasn't going to be

5

moving forward, because if we spend that much money

6

and then the Department of Transportation -- State

7

Department of Transportation going to cover it

8

anyway within two, three years from now, that was

9

the -- that was the decision under that

That was -- that was the reason that

10

Administration that they wasn't going to move

11

forward.

12

My understanding of the MEO Transit, we

13

were

14

was not being done at that time, they were not

15

moving forward yet, but we are -- we have the money

16

encumbered for that project should they decide to go

17

forward, since I think the State now is giving the

18

title to the State on that particular area.

19

County, I'm sorry.

20

just because that particular access way also

COUNCILMEMBER KANE;

To the

And that ties into your projection of

21

October 'as as far as being able to move forward

22

with this facility, Mr. Medeiros?

23

MR. MEDEIROS:

That is correct, Member Kane.

Yeah, the

24

State has held up the funding

25

for this based on that issue, and that's where it

the Federal funding
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1

stays -- stands today.

2

that the budget member was talking about, I think

3

that was a half a million dollar appropriation.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

MR. MEDEIROS:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

MR. MEDEIROS:

That other -- that other one

Yes.

If you remember correctly.
Yes.

And it was to do a temporary road, but due

8

to the timing of all of this, that's why the -- they

9

decided not to move forward.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay, thank you.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Mr. Mateo.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Agsalog,

13

the project was initially identified in Puunene,

14

yeah?

15

MR. AGSALOG:

16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

17
18

That's my understanding, Mr. Chair.
And the request later came to move

it to the Waiko Road area.
MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, I think that's a part of the

19

discussion, and I'm not very versed on the whole

20

discussion at the moment with regards to the

21

placement of the MEO Transit Facility would be.

22

know there's some discussions that's going around

23

right now, but originally it was for the Puunene

24

area of where --

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So -- yeah, just for I guess
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1

clarification, would the move have an effect on the

2

funding?

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. AGSALOG:

Yes.
I think the Deputy Director just informed

5

me, yeah, there will be effect on the funding,

6

Mr. Chair.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So negotiation is still ongoing to

8

actually consider the waiko Road area/ even though

9

there might be questions on the funding source?

10

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, let me have Mr. Medeiros answer/

11

the Deputy Director of Transportation/ maybe he can

12

share the discussion as to where this MEO Transit is

13

going to be.

14

MR. MEDEIROS:

MEO went out on its own and worked with the

15

Community Transportation Association of America/ did

16

a grant to ask for assistance through the CTA/ which

17

they got.

18

board with the idea to scope out alternatives other

19

than the Puunene site.

20

being as far along as it is, would be one of the --

21

one of the sites that they would be considering for

22

their -- to relocate their transit.

23

scope/ as I saw it, they're looking to generate

24

economic development through their project.

25

a bit more than just a baseyard maintenance

They have just gotten a consultant on

However, the Puunene site/
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1

facility.

It's -- they're sort of changing the

2

scope of it.

3

effect until such time that maybe another

4

location -- a more advantageous location would be

5

found, in their view.

6

consulting firm on board.

7

their own.

8

process.

9

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

However, this contract will stay in

As I say, they just got the
And they're doing this on

It's not necessarily part of the County

Okay.

But existing funds, as we see

10

now, is dependent on that facility being constructed

11

there in Puunene.

12

MR. MEDEIROS:

Correct, because this is Federal funds, FTA

13

funds, and so everything has been done,

14

environmental assessment and all that has been done.

15

And now of course, when was it, last year the --

16

when the heck was it?

17

land at the Puunene Airport was general ordered to

18

the County so it's now County of Maui land.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

20

MR. MEDEIROS:

21

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

24
25

Last year, December 11th, the

Thank you.

There was 222 acres.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Anyone have a question for Mr. Medeiros?

Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, maybe for Mr. Agsalog.

In regards to that particular arear do we have a
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1

master plan or are we intending to have a master

2

plan for the 222 acres?

3

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, my understanding is in fact I

4

think there was one that was being designed or was

5

contracted with Chris Hart, I believe, and a

6

conceptual plan for this particular area.

7

not seen the complete drawing for it and -- but if I

8

remember right, I think there's some money

9

encumbered to do this master plan.

10

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I have

As far as the existing people

11

that are using that area, are there -- their sites,

12

you don't know if they're included in the master

13

plan as far as I think the Motocross and the speed

14

way?

15

MR. AGSALOG:

I think Mr. Medeiros would have a better

16

more information than I regarding this project

17

because of the MEO, and if he could respond to that,

18

Mr. Chair.

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

MR. MEDEIROS:

Okay, fine.

Yes, Member Pontanilla, Planning Department

21

has been working with the members out there, and

22

there'S been some other discussion about moving

23

the -- a prison down there.

24

National Guard is currently building their facility

25

at that location.

As you know, the

I'm not exactly sure where the
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1

project is as far as on line with the other issues,

2

because it's -- although it's being master planned

3

by the Planning Department, it comes under the

4

control of Parks and Rec.

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, I understand that one of.

6

the tenants there want to improve their facility but

7

they require a long-term lease so that, you know,

8

they could borrow money, yeah.

9

MR. MEDEIROS:

The Administration is working with them

10

to -- to form a 501(c) (3) and basically get all of

11

the members that have been there all of these years

12

under one umbrella and that -- then a -- an

13

agreement could be executed under one umbrella for

14

the various services that are occurring down there

15

and have occurred down there, activities.

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Kane?
I don't recall the Council ever

19

receiving the acceptance of 222 acres from the

20

State.

21

last year, if I'm not mistaken.

22

December.

23

forward so that we can take under consideration the

24

acceptance of land, since that's something that has

25

to be done by Council action, I assume?

That was something that recently occurred
It's back in

So are you folks planning on moving that
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technically County land yet.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Corporation Counsel, any comments on

3

executive orders of property -- real property to the

4

County?

5

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

Mr. Chair, my understanding is that

6

past practice has been for Council to pass a

7

resolution to accept property that's been executive

8

ordered by the State.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you very much.

We will forward

10

that question from you, Mr. Kane, to the appropriate

11

administrative person to comment back.

12

else, Members, with regard to Mr. Medeiros?

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Anything

One other question.

Yes.
The

I think the master plan you

16

mentioned was done by Chris Hart?

17

thought it was under -- when we had contracts I

18

thought it was under Tanaka, if I'm not mistaken,

19

Tanaka Engineering.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

group.

22

clarify?

23

MR. AGSALOG:

Did I miss

I

I guess the road portion was under one
I'm not too sure.

Mr. Agsalog, can you

Mr. Chair, thank you, and if -- the Deputy

24

Director of Transportation just said, Mr. Kane, is

25

correct.

However, I know it was -- I have mentioned
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1

it in my memo transmittal to the Council Chair and

2

that's the correct contractors in there.

3

know where the -- Chris Hart's come to my head, but

4

I thought that was part of my discussion with

5

Mr. Miskae when I was formulating my response to the

6

Council Chair.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

I don't

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Medeiros, Members?

Anything else for

If not, thank you very much

10

for your time and patience today, Mr. Medeiros.

11

Okay.

12

apologize to him for keeping him extra long.

13

Mr. Underwood, David, if you would come forward,

14

please.

15

on the payroll time project that he's responsible

16

for.

A gentleman has been waiting very long, and I
So

Mr. Underwood will be giving you an update

17

MR. UNDERWOOD:

Thank you, Mr. Chair, Members of the

18

Council.

19

Mr. Ching, who is the project manager.

20

project lead from the Human Resources side, so if I

21

lack any information, I apologize.

22

the project is that the project is proceeding.

23

have completed the request for proposal procedure.

24

We have selected a vendor and we are currently

25

have almost completed contract negotiations.

I'm actually here filling in for

The status of
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1

Contract is with them for signature, which will

2

encumber the balance of the funds for this fiscal

3

year for the first phase of the project.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Just so we get it right,

5

Mr. Underwood, what is the name of your project

6

again, please, so we can --

7

MR. AGSALOG:

It's number 4, Mr. Chair, page 4, payroll

8

time and attendance system.

9

think seventh from the top.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. AGSALOG:

One, two, three -- I

Okay, thank you.
And, Mr. Chair, lId like to thank

12

Mr. Underwood also for coming forward today.

13

most of the people that's involved into the time and

14

attendance system project, HR system project we have

15

are attending a seminar as we speak, and I was very,

16

very happy that when I asked Mr. Underwood to come

17

and explain how far are they with our current

18

project he graciously came and sit down with us

19

here, so I want to thank him.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

Okay, thank you.

MR. AGSALOG:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Kane.

HR system might require more than

600,000 allocation,

23

Questions?

All--

comments.

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Director.
Yes, it's my understanding that, yeah,
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1

they're -- the contract would have two phases, and

2

we are proposing in our FY 'OS Budget some more

3

amount to cover that and it will come to you on

4

March 15th, and to complete the project you will

5

need some more than 600.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

In the original 600,000, we talked

7

about seminars.

8

bit?

9

getting updated on this particular system.

10
11

Can you expand on that a little

There were travel costs and -- so people were
Help us

understand that.
MR. AGSALOG:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

My understanding in the

12

funding of this particular project will cover some

13

training, because there will be some training for

14

our people to get into this new system, and some

15

part of that will be included into the project.

16

I would have wished Mr. Ching would be here.

17

knows all the details of where all this funds going

18

to be, as the project manager, and I don't know if

19

Mr. Underwood have a more to add to what I just

20

said.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. UNDERWOOD:

23

24
25

And

He

Mr. Underwood, any additional comments?
Was the question referring to the upcoming

fiscal year or the current fiscal year?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Current fiscal year.

I guess the

600,000 that you folks currently have, there's a
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1

portion of that that's being allotted towards

2

training.

3

MR. UNDERWOOD:

That portion itself is going to be

4

encumbered by the contract with the vendor.

5

contract will include a certain amount of training

6

for the individuals that will be implementing the

7

system this year, initial set up, design,

8

implementation.

9

next year when we roll the system out live, training

10

There will be additional training

for departmental users and end users as well.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Chair.
Anyone else, questions

13

for Mr. Underwood on this project?

14

none, thank you very much for your time,

15

Mr. Underwood.

16

MR. UNDERWOOD:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, seeing

Thank you for your patience.

Thank you very much.
Okay.

I see Mr. DeLeon, so Mr. DeLeon, why

18

don't you come up?

19

for you.

20

Mr. Kane, you had a question for --

21

That

I think Mr. Kane had a question

Thank you for being here, Mr. DeLeon.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No, Mr. Chair, I was just thinking

22

out loud.

Because of the Ukumehame land

23

acquisition, because we have something that's In the

24

Budget and Finance Committee with respects to this

25

item, I thought this would be -- and I was thinking
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1

out loud, so I really don't have a question, because

2

I had -- I had the opportunity to meet with

3

Mr. DeLeon already and I'm aware of some of the

4

updated status, and that when the appropriate time

5

is -- is before us that they can submit I guess

6

their formal -- the formal status of the

7

negotiations.

8

Mr. DeLeon with respects to that particular issue,

9

Mr. Chair.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So I don't have any questions to

Mr. DeLeon, I'm not too sure if you

11

have any projects that's part of this report under

12

your administrative heading, so you have any

13

comments on any projects that you wish to give at

14

this time?

15

MR. DeLEON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I believe the

16

Ukumehame negotiations were the sole item on this

17

list.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Chair.

One second, please.

Mr. DeLeon, are you

21

you want to give any comments now or at a future

22

meeting?

23

MR. DeLEON:

24

whole

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

In reference to this, I prefer to do the
till our negotiations are settled.
Okay, thank you.

Members, that is a pretty
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1

current status report that Mr. DeLeon gave you.

2

OkaYr Mr. Agsalog r

3

$4 million?

4

MR. AGSALOG:

NOr

any other comments regarding the

Mr. Chair.

The only -- the only item

5

that I ask Mr. DeLeon was that Ukumehame land

6

acquisition at this moment r but if you have any

7

particular question -- because those are the items

8

that your Staff have sent to me that maybe you had

9

some questions r I don't know, other projects that

10
11

Mr. DeLeon has been working on.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would -- anything under other land

12

acquisitions updates you could give us that would be

13

qualified CIP?

14

Nishida property one.

15

squared away, Mr. DeLeon?

16

MR. DeLEON:

We just recently approved the
80 that's all pretty much

We're waiting for final reading on the -- on

17

the budget item.

18

acquisition and the first reading approval of the

19

budget item.

20

reading.

21
22
23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The Council approved the

We're waiting for final at the next

Then we'll be able to close it.
Anything with Wailuku Swimming Pool,

Mr. DeLeon, you could share with us, please?
MR. DeLEON:

That's been acquired and it's in the County's

24

inventory.

25

that.

There's no outstanding issues related to
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Anything else, Members?

Mr. Kane.

Yeah, and I donlt know if anybody can

3

update us on the Molokai General Hospital issue.

4

donlt know if youlre in a position to do that.

5

MR. DeLEON:

6

that.

11m sorry, I donlt have any knowledge on

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

10

1

Thatls fine.

Mr. Budget Director, any comments at this

time on Molokai General?
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Ms. Mele Carroll is

11

the lead person managing that.

Unfortunately she is

12

sick today, and I had a brief conversation with her

13

this morning with regards to Molokai General

14

Hospital.

15

for the project.

16

November if 11m not mistaken, and they had taken

17

about 47,000 from the project.

18

extent of the project, where those monies went at

19

the moment.

20

back to -- for her to coordinate with Molokai

21

General Hospital to give us more report as to how

22

far the implementation of that project.

23

mentioned to me that the Molokai General Hospital is

24

again asking for more funds to be given to them.

25

I -- 11m not sure if any of those officers of

Partly they have started their draw down
I think it was late last year,

I donlt know the

I have asked her that when she gets
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1

Molokai General Hospital came to you and asked for

2

your support for what theY're asking.

3

extent of my knowledge on that, Mr. Chair.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So that's the

Mr. Chair.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane.

Yeah, in reading the remarks under

7

Molokai General Hospital, talking about -- I'm

8

assuming that's reassess community needs, then

9

redesign, and then it says intend to encumber funds

10

by end of year.

11

of calendar year?

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. AGSALOG;

Is that end of fiscal year or end

Mr. Agsalog.
Mr. Chair, the fund now has been encumbered.

14

I -- the report, again, available from there should

15

have been encumbered already, and we pay invoices as

16

they bring in to the project administrator, which is

17

Mele Carroll.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So let me understand, Mr. Chair.

So

19

this is a report that as of 12/31/03 and it's not

20

showing any encumbrances and you just told us that

21

in -- back in November there was a draw down of

22

$47,000 approximately.

23

why that's not

24

another report that we have already?

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

b~ing

So I'm trying to understand

reported here or is that in

We'll be receiving the official second
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1

quarterly report this coming Friday at Council

2

meeting, Mr. Kane.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

And at that time I think we will be able to

check on this project and get a more accurate --

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

9

Okay.

I defer.

Thank you.

-- financial status.

Mr. Kane.

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you,

I guess just to continue following up,

10

you know, regarding the funds that was available --

11

that is available for Molokai General.

12

to the 47,000 draw down, had there not been

13

additional requests from the hospital project people

14

requesting the additional monies?

15

MR. AGSALOG:

In addition

That's my understanding, Mr. Chair, that

16

there -- way back in November they had a

17

presentation to the Mayor requesting for more fund

18

in addition to what they have encumbered, which is

19

(inaudible) $500,000.

20

presentation, so I cannot say much about it, but I

21

was told this morning that they have asked some

22

additional funds to complete the project.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I wasn't into that

Mr. Agsalog, out of the original

24

500,000, do you know what percent of that funds is

25

already spent or to your knowledge the only draw
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down had been that 47,OOO?
MR. AGSALOG:

In fact I'm looking at it, Mr. Chair r page

3

17.

4

only 42,818 is the expended.

5
6

7
8

9

When you receive your quarterly report, it's

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I'm sorry, can you give me that

number again?
MR. AGSALOG:

42,818, and that's the only expenditure,

Mr. Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.

Mr. Chair, if I could

10

submit additional questions to Staff so they can get

11

to the Budget Director for response.

12
13

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

That will be fine, Mr. Mateo.

anything else on the status report?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay,

Mr. Pontanilla?

Thank you, Chair.

The Nisei

15

Memorial Center, can you tell me the status of that?

16

I see here it's -- you know, this project is

17

awaiting action from the Nisei Veterans Group.

18

MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

It's my understanding

19

that the project has been stalled due to some

20

remains in the project.

21

Budget Specialist at that time, Mr. Wayne Maeda,

22

which is a member also of the Nisei Veteran

23

organization, and that's the extent of my knowledge

24

on the project.

25

any disbursement for the project, and it will be

It was monitored by our

I have not gotten any request for
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1

monitored under the Mayor's Office at the moment.

2

just don't have a specific person now.

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, if you could follow up,

4

because I had a conversation with one of the people

5

in that particular group, and I understand that

6

there is some problems in the permitting process

7

that's being delayed.

8

provide an answer, I would appreciate it.

9
10

11

MR. AGSALOG:

I

So if you could follow up and

And I will do that, Mr. Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You said you were given a concern about

permitting?

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, Chair.

I would say we should send a letter to the

14

appropriate Department instead, whether that be

15

Planning or DSA Administration.

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.

Anything else, Members?

Mr. Kane ..

Yeah, final questions on -- back to

19

Molokai General Hospital.

So the meeting that you

20

mentioned that the Mayor had with respects to a

21

presentation given by the group to the Mayor back in

22

November, you said, last year, does that have

23

anything to do with -- within the remarks Molokai

24

General Hospital to reassess community needs then

25

redesign?

So that presentation was a result of the
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1

community needs and a redesign of the project that's

2

going to come forward in -- in

3

additional funding request by Molokai General

4

Hospital to this -- to the Mayor and to this body?

5

MR. AGSALOG:

in the form of an

Mr. Chair, I'm not privy with -- to the

6

meeting that they have, but my understanding is even

7

without the redesign or reassessed, funding still be

8

needed to complete the project.

9

or I cannot commit to the Council Chair's question

So I am not sure

10

as to if that was the effect of the 500 -- the money

11

that they're asking right now, but my understanding

12

was they still need money either way.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Any other

15

questions regarding the CIP status for the second

16

quarter as of December 31st, 2003?

17

Chair's recommendation is to file all reports

18

associated with BF-5.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

If not, the

So moved.
Second.

Motion from Mr. Kane, seconded by

22

Mr. Carroll.

Discussion, Members?

23

All in favor, say "aye."

24

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Seeing none.

Opposed say "no."
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1
2

3

Councilmembers Carroll, Kane, Mateo,
Molina, Pontanilla, and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmembers Johnson, Tavares, and
Vice-Chair Nishiki.

VOTE: AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC.:

4
5

MOTION CARRIED.

6

ACTION:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8
9

Recommending FILING of communications.

Motion is carried.

Thank you very much, Mr. DeLeon.
ITEM NO. 39:

PROPOSED BILL AMENDING FISCAL YEAR 2004
BUDGET RELATING TO CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS (C.C. No. 03-297)

10

11

Thank you very much.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, last item, under end of calendar,

12

is Item 39, which is the consideration of reducing

13

the Kaunakakai drainage project by $600,000 of the

14

original eight appropriated.

15

considered for the Central Maui Landfill Phase IV A,

16

$200,000 for the Wailea drainage project.

400,000 is to be

17

After discussion with Staff, the Chair would

18

recommend that we pass to Council for first reading

19

a bill for an ordinance that would allow the use of

20

the 600 000 from the Molokai Kaunakakai drainage

21

project, also in that recommendation you would allow

22

Staff and the Chair to do the necessary sequential

23

and minor adjustments to the document.

24

accept a motion, I would also inform the Committee

25

that it is the Chair's intention that if by first

1
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1

reading the appropriate documentation from the

2

appropriate Departments unencumbering the funds from

3

the original project and making it available for

4

this new consideration, that the Chair will either

5

move to (inaudible) or defer until such time as

6

Council may take action.

7

the Council to pass something on first reading that

8

is not ready to go forward.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I will not recommend to

So moved.

10

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Second.
We have a motion from Mr. Kane,

12

seconded by Mr. Carroll to move Item 39 forward with

13

the understanding of this Committee that the Chair

14

will await the proper documentation of the funds to

15

be utilized as requested.

16

Mr. Kane.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Any further discussion?

Mr. Chair, I just want to thank you

18

for -- for adding in the condition.

19

it would be appropriate for us to do any type of

20

movement without having that validation of

21

documentation, so thank you, and I support.

22
23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I don't think

Okay, any other discussion, Members?

not, all in favor, say "aye."

24

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Opposed say "no."
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1

2
3

VOTE: AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

4
5

Councilmembers Carroll, Kane, Mateo,
Molina, Pontanilla, and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmembers Johnson, Tavares, and
Vice-Chair Nishiki.

MOTION CARRIED.

7

Recommending FIRST READING* of revised
bill and FILING of .communication.
* provided funds are unemcumbered before first reading

8

CHAIR HOKAMA;

6

ACTION:

Motion is carried.

Anything else, Tamara, that you would like

9

10

the Committee to be aware of before we adjourn?

11

Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Agsalog, for your

12

support and assistance today.
Members, we have a 1;30.

13

The Chair

14

apologizes for the length of this meeting, but I

15

appreciate the work completed today.

16

is adjourned.

17

ADJOURN:

This meeting

(Gavel) .

12:49 p.m.
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C E R T I F I CAT E

1

2

STATE OF HAWAI I
SS.

3

4

CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

6

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervision; that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

I

further certify that I am not attorney for any of

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17

DATED this 12th day of March, 2004, in Honolulu,
Hawaii.
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